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The case studies here presented in book format date from the years 2015-2016 when I 

did intensive research on subliminal advertising after reading the inspiring books of Wilson 

Bryan Key (1925-2008). They are taken from my blog www.florentboucharel.com, where they 

can be found in the Subliminals Series. 

Épinal refers to the French town of that name in Lorraine, where images embedded with 

visual puns were made, as a tradition and commercial occupation, for people’s enjoyment. It 

was an early usage of techniques now massively relied-upon in contemporary advertising. 

Chapter VII provides some more details about Épinal images.  

One way to get the clearest picture of what is going on in the cases presented is to 

download the photographs from my blog, focusing on the embeds, outlined and not (for 

instance, pictures 1-2 and 1-3 below), then opening both on your computer and shifting the 

mouse on the lower screen bar from one to the other, so that my delineation of the embeds will 

project on the photograph, and then leave it again according to the mouse’s movement, the 

photograph staying in place, as one is only the duplicate of the other plus the embeds outlined. 

This procedure will make the embeds obvious to the most impercipient, I believe. – If you don’t 

wish to download anything from the blog, it always helps to enlarge the pics by clicking on 

them, or even by enlarging the internet window through command “Ctrl plus +” (press Ctrl and 

+ at the same time, as many times as you want the window enlarged). 

An alternative solution is the two-page display of the PDF. Odd-numbered pages will 

show up on the left, even-numbered pages on the right. I placed the photographs so as to make 

observation easiest, but I was limited regarding the pictures’ size and in the final analysis, at 

least in a few cases, you may want to resort to the former solution. 

With more than a hundred adverts, I believe the reader of this book, even if unconvinced 

in some or even many cases, cannot fail to conclude to the reality of subliminal techniques in 

advertising. The first analyses are the simplest, and they become more sophisticated as reading 

http://www.florentboucharel.com/
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advances, for this was a work in progress where I learnt at the same pace that I was publishing 

the results piecemeal. 

This is the companion work of another of my books, The Science of Sex: Competition 

and Psychology (2016), a study of the scientific theories of sexuality, which was started in order 

to infer the use advertisers make of these theories in their professional practice, and which 

became an investigation in its own right. 

* 

As a personal note, one of the great upshots of this research for me was the acquaintance 

with late Prof. Eric McLuhan, whom I reached out to and who kindly engaged in an exchange 

on the subject, with which he was familiar. Marshall McLuhan had prefaced W. B. Key’s book 

Subliminal Seduction. 

In annex to the present work, the reader will find excerpts from my correspondence with 

Eric McLuhan, as well as some of his own research material on subliminals, which had 

remained unpublished until he allowed me to disclose them on my blog. 

Eric unexpectedly passed away in May 2018, while he was still making lecture tours. 

The present book is dedicated to him. 

 

 

 

F. Boucharel 

March 2023 
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Subliminal SEX Embeds in Ads: 

First Try, First Find 

 

In the following ad for Microsoft Cloud (appearing in the Economy supplement of the 

French newspaper Le Monde, date March 17, 2015) is a stealthy SEX embed to be found. On 

the impressive Terminator-like machine reads the word EXIT. With the tiny S before, it makes 

SEX. And the arrow points to it! See pictures Intro-1 and Intro-2 below. This is subliminal 

advertising: unless brought to your attention, usually you won’t notice the SEX embed at a 

conscious level – only your brain will have perceived it, subconsciously. 

 

 

Intro-1 
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Subliminal Advertising I 

 

The first authors who wrote on subliminal advertising, such as Wilson Bryan Key, 

pioneer in the field, (Subliminal Seduction, 1973; Media Sexploitation, 1976; The Clam-Plate 

Orgy, 1980; and The Age of Manipulation, 1989), adopted a Freudian viewpoint on the subject, 

assuming that the analysis made by advertisers themselves were on those kinds of lines. My 

guess is that this assumption is based on Vance Packard’s exposure of The Hidden Persuaders 

(1957), in which for the first time the public was made aware of the extent with which so-called 

motivational research (MR) was used in commercial advertising; Packard seemed to believe 

MR was based on psychoanalysis. However, reading one of the first practitioners of 

motivational research, Ernest Dichter’s best-known book The Strategy of Desire (1960) brings 

no confirmation of the importance of psychoanalysis in the latter’s thought. In that book, Freud 

and psychoanalysis are mentioned a couple of times, but not in an altogether appraising way, 

and indeed Gestalt psychology is mentioned oftener and seems to have exerted a greater 

influence on the author. Be that as it may, there is no need to resort to Freudian unconscious to 

explain subliminal advertising, and the fact that Key relies so much on this theorizing is rather 

a weakness than a strength, since the validity of psychoanalytic hypotheses is quite shaky (see, 

for instance, Hans J. Eysenck). 

Among the people presented by Packard, “the most genial and ingratiating of all the 

major figures operating independent depth-probing firms,” motivational researcher James 

Vicary, started, the same year as The Hidden Persuaders appeared, a business called Subliminal 

Projection Corporation, intended to sell subliminal projectors for television and the silver 

screen. However, public outcry made him cancel his plans. Today, subliminal techniques, in 

the US, are prohibited on TV – but not on cinema. What makes the difference relevant according 

to the law? one may ask. As to paper advertising, it goes undisturbed. 

Our brain is made of several parts, corresponding to the different stages of our evolution. 

The most archaic part is what we call the reptilian brain, located in the brainstem. Mammals 

have it in common with reptiles and birds. The other two parts are the paleocortex or limbic 

system (for emotions) and the neocortex (for thinking). We sometimes speak of an old brain 

(reptilian brain plus limbic system) and a new brain (neocortex). The reptilian brain is the organ 

of survival: in pristine conditions of life, it was continuously scanning the environment to detect 

threats. In primates and human beings, it is visual. Research has shown that it visualizes objects 

even before these enter our conscience. The principle of subliminal images is that they are 

visualized by the reptilian brain without entering our conscience. Advertisers believe this can 

impact consumer behavior, relying on a so-called Poetzl effect, after the name of the 

psychologist who discovered it, Otto Poetzl (1877-1962), according to which subconsciously 

visualized images are stored in an unconscious memory from where they can influence 

behavior. Subliminal advertising is mental manipulation. 

March 2015 

* 
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Case 1 

Beachcomber Hotels (from French weekly Le Point, March 12, 2015) 

A happy family is going to the beach. There might perhaps be something striking in the 

fact that her bath suit is a bit too large for the little girl on the right, and one does not see clearly 

either what the smiling lady is looking at; she seems to be gazing either in the void or just before 

the man’s pelvis, that is at his erect penis, but these are only suggestive, non-subliminal or half-

subliminal tricks. There is, however, a subliminal SEX painted on the man’s shirt. (First picture 

shows the ad, second picture shows the shirt, third picture shows the shirt with the SEX 

delineated so you can compare with picture 2.) 

 

 

1-1  
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Case 2 

From Time Magazine, March 30, 2015, on a Briefing page, a soda can is shown to 

illustrate a news on diet sodas. Although it is not brand advertising, it is some all brands-

encompassing advertising for soda consumption, and one can find SEXes painted at the bottom 

of the can. On picture 3, one SEX has been delineated, forming a straight line; an alternative 

SEX is on picture 4, with same S and E but X taken from above so the three letters form a 

triangle. Other S, E and X, even bigger than these ones, can be picked up. 

 

 

2-1 
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Case 3 

From Time Magazine, March 30, 2015, p. 46, the following picture of three actors from 

a movie presented on p. 45. People in the media call it film criticism, some other people call it 

advertising. Whether subliminal techniques are required for film criticism, I don’t know, but I 

can see SEXes in the picture, in the background on the left, where some shady area is apparent, 

inside of which clouds of embedded letters can be perceived. Several overlapping SEXes pop 

up, of which I have delineated one. 

 

 

3-1 
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Case 4 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group (The Economist, March 27, 2015) 

It’s only a lady (she may be famous, but I don’t know her) looking at us or someone 

from inside a car. All is trim and neat in the picture, except for a little chrome bar on the right 

side below the window, where some small graffiti are visible. When you look closer, you can 

see three letters, X, S, E, which makes a SEX puzzle (for your reptilian brain to play with). 
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II 

 

You don’t watch ads, do you? The money-grubbers don’t care: your reptilian brain 

watches the ads for you! 

The five cases here presented are taken from the March 20-26, 2015, issue of the French 

weekly Marianne. Each case presents the advertising page, then a second picture zooming on 

the relevant spot, finally a third picture with the sub or subs previously outlined on my computer 

so you can compare with picture 2. Case 9 shows five pictures because I have found subs in 

two distinct and rather distant spots on the ad. 

March 2015 

 

* 
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Case 5 

An ad for the automaker Audi. SEX subs are lying under the German slogan of the 

brand. 

Less and the city… 

 

 
5-1 
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Case 6 

An ad for the automaker Toyota. SEX subs are embedded in the left headlamp (right 

side in the picture). 
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Case 7 

This one is a kind of “advertorial,” an article on the French ham and butter sandwich, 

with at the end a few addresses in Paris where to buy that kind of chow. The baguette sandwich 

in the picture contains a SEX sub, probably more. (Also note the bottle of wine, in a context 

where alcohol advertising is strongly regulated due to public concern.) 
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Case 8 

In this one, the newspaper is inviting readers to subscribe. It displays three covers from 

former issues. The issue on the middle depicts a rather ominous American eagle, which is, 

however, sexed up by a few subs in her plumage. The catch phrase reads: “How the Americans 

will chow us down.” Hardly more than a joke, as these people truly promote the agenda they 

claim to attack: they make you think the words “unless we do something about it and this is 

long overdue” are implicit here, but there is no such implicit thought in their thinking. 
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Case 9 

Finally, the newspaper organizes, with Costa, a cruise tour named La Croisière des idées 

(The Ideas Cruise), where a handful of notorious eggheads will be holding the mike, and then 

customers can dance. Two pictures have been sexed up by multiple subs. 
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III 

Night and Day Pollution 

 

Cases 10 to 15 are taken from a single issue of the French news weekly L’Express, dated 

March 18-24, 2015, Cases 16 to 23 from a single issue of the French women’s weekly magazine 

Elle, dated March 20, 2015. 

Although taken from French journals, many of these ads are promoting multinationals’ 

brands and were designed by advertising agencies with international marketing in view (I am 

quite confident they can be found in other countries too). 

Case 15 has only two pictures since a picture 2 wasn’t needed. Case 16 has five pics, 

because I focus on two different spots. 

March 2015 

* 

Case 10 The No Sex Fear 

On this ad for the fashion brand Hogan sex embeds are located on the dancing man on 

the right. I have outlined two embeds on his right arm and forehead, but there are several more 

tiny ones on his shoes and one more on his arm tattoo as well. Interestingly, most conspicuous 

from his tattoo is the word NO. With the outlined sex embeds the message, actually, reads NO 

SEX. 

One way to analyze this subliminal message would be that it is a vicious injunction 

meant to subliminally hinder sex life, because sexually deprived people would be more 

receptive to advertising and consume more. I believe this would be a line of argument favored 

by W. B. Key. 

I can see at least two other reasons for a No Sex subliminal message. It would be 

reassuring to young women. The party displayed in the ad only suggests fun, mind you. In other 

words, it is not showing the last decent moments (very relatively decent, in fact) before a sex 

orgy. It happens sometimes that girls who only want to have fun end up having sex without 

caring for it. Doesn’t it? 

On the other hand, the No Sex message could also be a reminder: We remind you that 

you have no sex in your life. As the main targets of this brand are young people, a good deal of 

them never had sex. Given that sex is a passage from child to adult, the fear that one might 

never experience sex and become an adult is a real factor in adolescent psychology. This is the 

no sex fear, which the ad intents to exploit subliminally. 
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Case 11 

On this ad for the Italian-based fashion brand Geox, the pattern of the displayed shoes 

offers an easy opportunity for embeds. In the shadow of the white shoe’s lace, the graphist has 

painted an E. The S and X are provided by the pattern itself, slightly darkened in the case of 

the X. 
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Case 12 

This brand of coffee advertises a partnership with Nespresso. At first sight, given the 

dull aspect of the ad, full of boring text that no one would ever care to read, I told myself there 

must be something bold to look for. I wasn’t disappointed. See the shadows on the jersey. 
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Case 13 

This one for the state-owned French bank La Banque Postale. 
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Case 14 

This one promotes the DVDs of the American TV series Boardwalk Empire. The blood 

on the face delineates, rather conspicuously, the letters S and X. The letter E is there, of course, 

but not so apparent. 
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Case 15 Emporio Armani 

With this case begins the series from the women’s magazine Elle. The sex embeds have 

been painted as reflections on the girl’s glasses. 
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Case 16 Ralph Lauren 

The main camel in the background is covered with embeds. I have outlined the three 

most conspicuous. The gown of the lady exhibits at least one sex embed too, at the bottom, 

painted as folds and shades. 
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Case 17 Burberry 

These are models Naomi Campbell and Jourdan Dunn. Naomi Campbell’s lips have been 

adorned with a SEX, embedded amidst the natural furrows of these fleshy parts. 
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Case 18 Salvatore Ferragano 
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Case 19 Kenzo 
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Case 20 ba&sh 
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Case 21 Furla 

The sex embed lies on the lady’s dress. The S has been painted as a fold, the E is a 

lighter red than the background, and the X is made via the seam. 
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Case 22 What For Shoes 
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Case 23 La Redoute 

Last but not least, a sex embed on a preadolescent girl, for the French distance selling 

company La Redoute. 
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IV 

 

The 9 following cases are taken from a single issue of the magazine Vanity Fair, dated 

April 2015. Not that I only found 9 cases in the whole issue, but I had to make a selection, 

because almost all ads show the same technique of embedding the word SEX in pictures. 

(Almost as far as I can observe, so there may be sex embeds in all advertisements, with some 

having escaped my attention.) 

Such advertisements are not only found in magazines and newspapers, but also on 

billboards. 

April 2015 

* 
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Case 24 Ralph Lauren 

The April 2015 Vanity Fair “Special Issue” opens on this double-page advertisement. The 

model is sitting near a bear-like animal or jumbo-sized teddy bear. The fur of this strange pet is 

covered with sex embeds, of which I have only outlined a couple. 
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Case 25 Tiffany & Co 

What makes this embed inconspicuous at first sight is that one will not pay attention to 

the natural bone and tendon lines of the body. But here the lines are not natural in the least, they 

have been painted to both look like natural bone and tendon lines and draw the word sex. 

Furthermore, the S is grey, the E white, the X black, so your inattentive neocortex will not 

connect them. 

Also note how low the “neckline” is. To the best of my understanding, her breast is 

uncovered by the shirt and covered only by the jacket. To be sure, she is a giantess, compared 

to the man, but still… 
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Case 26 Burberry 

This is another advertisement from one series made for Burberry. The models, Campbell 

and Dunn, are the same as in Case 17 from the French magazine Elle. Here you have evidence 

that this advertising campaign has a global reach, since the different photographs from the same 

campaign can be found in French as well as American magazines (and billboards, as I could 

ascertain in the streets of Paris this month). 
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Case 27 Miu Miu 

This young lady is sitting on a wood bench degraded by knife cuttings. There is a 

prominent E near her handbag, but it stands alone. However, the word SEX can be found on 

other parts of the poor bench, not too far. 
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Case 28 Gucci 

The sex embed is on the denim shirt. As far as I can see, there are a couple more Xs 

around that could provide the third letter. If you observe the cases well, you will find it is not 

unusual that some parts of the photographs are covered with graffiti, clouds of letters. 
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Case 29 Patek Philippe 

Motherly love and… SEX. 

We’ll say more about this ad in Case 76. 
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Case 30 Elie Saab 

An embed in the hair. 

We’ll say more about this ad in Case 77. 
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Case 31 Jimmy Choo Blossom 

Isn’t it crystal clear? 
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Case 32 Calvin Klein Euphoria 
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V 

Vanity Fair (without Thackeray) 

 

After the April issue of Vanity Fair, I thought the May issue would be interesting too, 

as regards sex embeds. Several ads from the April issue are also found on the May issue, like 

Case 24, Case 25, and a few others that I didn’t bother to bring forward, so the subscribers who 

receive the magazine each month, or the regular buyers, are sure to get their share of repeated 

exposure which is the main principle of advertising as a conditioning process. 

By the way, counting pages on both issues, I find 60 pages of commercial advertising 

on an overall 172 pages in the April “special” issue, and 46 pages on an overall 148 in the May 

issue, which makes 34.9% and 31.1% respectively (the special, bigger issue has a greater 

proportion of advertisements), and this does not even include the back cover ads, infomercials, 

advertorials, “Fanfairs,” “Hot Tracks,” “My Stuff,” “Portraits” of commercial artists selling 

their last outputs, and so on and so forth. 

All this research on sex embeds doesn’t imply I am convinced they have potent effects 

or even have effects at all. However, even if the effect is unsure, as the technique costs little – 

or rather nothing since the graphic designer’s working time is compensated anyway and it 

makes no difference whether he or she’s adding shades or sparks or droplets or sex embeds – it 

seems that advertisers believe they ought to use the technique, and they do use it. 

One final thought before the case studies. If advertising, as its advocates claim, is so 

important for our economy, then what a vibrant homage it is to artists, those (in the view of a 

few people who look at themselves as practical minds) “losers”! People working on ads have 

artistic training. At a time when middle management, even top management, is being 

increasingly performed by computers, and experts are being increasingly replaced by expert 

systems –i.e., computers– human artists are still needed to perform that part of the economy 

whose global revenues in 2010 amounted to 503 billion dollars worldwide (Shaver & An, Ed., 

The Global Advertising Regulation Handbook, 2014). Parents who discourage their kids’ 

artistic inclinations seem very injudicious, even according to their own materialistic standards, 

because kids may end up earning much more working for advertising agencies than as 

accountants. In any case, what the advocates of advertisement’s claim amounts to is that our 

economy needs the artist more than the organization man, whose function is being automatized 

and computerized. 

Avril 2015 

* 
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Case 33 Louis Vuitton SEX 

The lady is waiting on a pier with an extravagant profusion of luggage. The sex embed 

is on her boots. The signal on the tip of the pier reads “Privé Private Please.” “Privé” is the 

French for “private.” Zooming on the board (33-2), you realize these words are not the first of 

a phrase, like “private pier”; they stand alone on a meaningless board. A private pier, however, 

conveys the idea of VIP-ness, and the advertisement as a whole the idea that very important 

people consume very much. 
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Case 34 Gucci SEX 

The borderline between hair and forehead, with all its underbrush, is a convenient place 

to embed SEXes à gogo. We have a real sex jungle here. 
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Case 35 Olay SEX 

Another case of hairline sex embedding. 
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Case 36 Dom Perignon SEX 

The expensive champagne brand Dom Perignon uses no color on this one, expect golden 

letters for the brand name. The word sex is embedded on the stylized sea spray. The X is frankly 

neat and obvious as a white relief on this piece of commercial relievo. 
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Case 37 Clarins SEX 

As in Case 15, the word sex is embedded as a reflection on the sunglasses. Such 

reflections are typical background elements to which no attention is paid, even if geometrically 

speaking they are not in the background at all (since they are even closer to the viewer than the 

face itself, the glasses protruding from the forehead). 
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Case 38 Michael Kors SEX 

Another case of sunglass reflections sex embedding. The difference with Case 35, 

however, is that the reflections on the latter are saturated: many objects, some sort of posh villa 

with greenwood trees, can be seen as reflections, among which the word sex has been 

embedded, whereas in the present case the apparent reflection is only that of a flat surface like 

the sea or a beach or a sand desert, and the sky. The word sex is embedded on this emptiness. I 

have outlined two different, partially overlapping embeds (37-3 and 37-4). 
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Case 39 Etihad SEX 

This one is my favorite from the lot and I will take a few minutes to explain why. First 

of all, it uses celebrity endorsement, the woman there being the famous actress Nicole Kidman. 

Celebrity endorsement is described by D. Lakhani as subliminal advertising (according to 

Subliminal Advertising and External Stimuli: A Theoretical Framework, 2014, by Shakeel 

Ahmad Sofi, an Indian scholar who has studied the effects of these kinds of ads on a sample 

population of Kashmiri students), because one is induced to purchase a product upon 

motivations that have nothing to do with the product’s characteristics. This is stretching the 

meaning of “subliminal” very much, for, although people like to say they buy products due to 

the latter’s intrinsic qualities, marketers know consumers should not be taken seriously in that 

respect. Marketers also know celebrity endorsement sells well. 

For women, the endorsement here triggers identification, I suppose. For men, it triggers 

plain sexual arousal in an extravagantly gross fashion. Shoes off, on her couch or bed inside the 

aircraft cabin, wearing a somewhat creased evening dress (it’s really bedtime), Nicole Kidman 

is looking at you in the eyes. Furthermore there is the name Etihad in Arabic, no doubt a 

“marker”; in the same way as Audi’s international slogan Vorsprung durch Technik relies on 

the psychological “marker” (be the fact true or not) of uncompromisingly reliable German 

technology (the idea of keeping the German language was the British agency BBH’s by the 

way), Arabic calligraphy evokes (be the facts true or not) Gulf oil wells and luxury and harem 

mysteries, so the male viewer is transported in a fantasy where he is a desert sheikh and the 

Hollywood star a sex slave from his harem, and the grossness of the sexual overtone (hardly an 

innuendo) becomes irresistible. 

In such a context I was expecting the embeds to be rather shy, for two reasons. First, 

with due respect to the endorsing celebrity. Second, because the clients (Etihad) being desert 

sheikhs and outdoor Puritans†, they could miss the humor and jocularity of sex-embedding, as, 

for instance, capital punishment is still, in a spectacular fashion, in vigor among them (through 

fire squads, which is not as picturesque, however, as in neighboring Saudi Arabia, where 

beheading fairs are performed). These two factors would dampen, I conjectured, the artist’s 

embedding mania. 

The embeds are shy indeed; they almost seem to apologize for being there. But they are 

there anyway. One of them lies on a white pillow, as an arabesque of slight shades and folds. 

Others are on the couch, whose cover’s velvety fabric provides the milieu for the embed culture. 

I have outlined only a few of these. 

Post Scriptum. As I find the same ad in German Der Spiegel of the same month, it’s 

likely it appears in most magazines of significance throughout the world. The price of such a 

global campaign (including NK’s compensation, and payment for advertising space on dozens 

of the most expensive media) must be enormous. Needless to say, it is paid by the consumer: 

marketing costs are included in the final price. 

†When I use the phrase “outdoor Puritans,” I do not mean these people are hypocrites. 

What occurs behind doors is no great secret among them, I should think. However, many 

Westerners will call these mores hypocritical, as repressed monogamists and “zerogamists” 

carpet-bombed with mass media sexual fantasies are expected to do. 
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VI 

Cosmopolitan Spiegel 

 

The advertising community is not particularly interested in confessing to the use of subliminal 

messages, and there appears to be no good source to document their prevalence. Back in the 

1980s, I asked an advertising executive at Wyse Advertising if he had any insights into the use 

of subliminal messages in advertising. … He estimated that about 10% of all ads use some form 

of subliminal technique. 

Glenn G. Sparks, Media Effects Research. A Basic Overview, Fifth Edition 2015, p. 216 

This quote is from a course manual for undergraduate students in the communications 

field authored by a professor at Purdue University. The fact that the manual has gone through 

five editions so far is testimony to its success and perhaps to its quality as teaching material. 

Such a quote should be proof enough that the subject of subliminal advertising is not, as some 

believe, an “urban legend” or a hoax for self-proclaimed “hoax busters,” who shoot anything 

that moves, to bust. The advertising executive’s confession is gold, although the correct figure, 

as far as current printed advertising is concerned (newspapers, magazines, billboards), is closer 

to 100% than to 10% at this juncture. 

When advertisers themselves confess to the practice, the denying attitude of some 

scholars (among them a few self-proclaimed hoax busters) strikes one as very odd. When I read, 

for instance, the following (quoted by Sparks, p. 217): “Perhaps now is the time to lay the myth 

of subliminal sorcery to rest and direct our attention to other, more scientifically documented 

ways of understanding the causes of human behavior and improving our condition. (Pratkanis, 

The cargo-cult science [sic] of subliminal persuasion, 1992)” I have only this to say: Go tell 

the advertisers. 

As Sparks explains, Pratkanis has found out that products such as tapes and videos based 

on alleged subliminal techniques and marketed to increase self-esteem or improve one’s moods 

(a $50 million business in 1990, according to Charles R. Acland, Swift Viewing: The Popular 

Life of Subliminal Influence, 2011) are placebos. This is certainly worth knowing but does not 

allow one to talk about a “myth of subliminal sorcery.” Wilson Bryan Key contends subliminal 

persuasion in media advertising relies on the priming offered by media content – in newspapers 

the bad news (content) primes for the good news (ads), on Mcluhanian lines, and in magazines 

it is the lifestyle-oriented content that primes for the ads. As the priming effect is missing in the 

material tested by Pratkanis, his experiments have nothing to say on such a persuasion system. 

But, I repeat, if subliminal advertising has no effect according to laboratory experiments, 

this information should be forwarded primarily to the advertisers themselves, who, as I am 

documenting with the present series, are using subliminal techniques extensively, at least in 

their sex-embedding version, on which I am concentrating. Otherwise, I don’t know if it’s the 

same for you, but I really feel that disparaging terms such as “cargo-cult science,” “myth,” 

“sorcery” sound like a design to defuse the potential consequences of consumers’ concern on 

vested interests. This feeling, I know, is not rational, for what is rational is to maintain that 

scholars are independent from vested interests; the bombast in these disparagements is only the 

camouflage of the naive. For naive it is, indeed, to presume advertising agencies don’t know 

their job, considering their own research gets financing which an (independent) academic 
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scholar would never dream of. An advertiser is likely to know his job, despite his claims to the 

contrary. 

In this context, the confession of the advertising executive quoted above is, once again, 

striking, since the proprietary knowledge of advertising agencies is guaranteed by law from 

public scrutiny. 

The following advertisements are taken from the German weekly Der Spiegel dated 

April 11, 2015 (Cases 40-44), and the magazine Cosmopolitan (UK Edition) dated May 2015 

(Cases 45-47). 

May 2015 
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Case 40 Freistaat Thüringen SEX 

When the Free State of Thuringia, one of Germany’s Länder, or any other public 

collectivity advertises, with the taxpayer’s money, its existence on the market, in order to allure 

tourists or investors, or for whatever reason, it contracts with an expensive advertising agency. 

The presence of sex embeds comes as no surprise. 
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Case 41 Deutsche Bahn SEX 

This one is for the German railways company. In the world of advertisement, men have 

not learned to comb their hair nor to shave their beards, because uncombed hair and incipient 

beard are convenient settings where to embed SEXes. As a result of men’s so often seeing 

uncombed hair and incipient beards on advertisements, the scruffy looks have become trendy 

in the real world. 

There could be another reason for incipient beards being fashionable. The world of 

advertisements is a world of total freedom and enjoyment of one’s time and pleasure, without 

restraint; in that world there is simply no place for the organization man, with his suit and tie 

and long working weeks and subservience to the organization’s goals. The numerous 

organization men from the real world are torn between their real-life condition and the social 

desirability of appearing fashionable in accordance with advertisement’s canons. Incipient 

beard is the answer. Sporting an incipient beard, the suit-and-tie organization man is telling the 

world: “See? I have not shaved this morning, I do what I want, I am no relic from the oppressive 

past,” and that makes him socially acceptable, given that social acceptability is mostly based 

on appearance (fashion) and determined by advertisement conditioning. Ironically, the 

grooming of an incipient beard is much ado; you must shave or trim it regularly lest it become 

an unfashionable full beard. 

As to the Deutsche Bahn advertisement, please observe how the embed is exposed in 

the light rather than camouflaged by the darker areas of the background. 
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Case 42 BASF SEX 
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Case 43 Book Cover SEX 

I can’t say for sure whether the embed lies on the book cover or on the advertisement 

alone, because I haven’t had the book in my hands. I wouldn’t be surprised in the least if the 

embeds lied on the real cover. The book is supposed to be a serious one; this is why, certainly, 

it needs a bit of subliminal up-sexing. 
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Case 44 Dior SEX 
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Case 45 Garnier SEX 

To find the sex embeds, follow the direction of her look. 
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Case 46 Hyundai SEX 

To create the sensation of speed, the graphic designer has fuzzed parts of the picture, a 

banal technique whose advantage is to make embedding very convenient. I have outlined one 

sex embed. Use your own skills and try to find the others. Enjoy. 
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VII 

Ghosts from Épinal 

 

At my grandparents’ house, hanging on the wall of the lavatory were a couple of Épinal 

printings, old images that peddlers used to sell as entertainment, as one would have some 

pleasant time looking for the hidden objects in them. These printings were quite popular, and 

some really tricky as riddles, even though the caption or legend told viewers in florid style what 

object to look for. Thus, relatives and guests at my grandparents’ house could enjoy the riddles 

while in the lavatory. 

This may account for my not being very much surprised, years later, as I read Wilson 

B. Key’s books on subliminal advertising, because the techniques he described reminded me 

that, in former times, artists from the small French town of Épinal, in the province of Lorraine, 

did just the same. Only their goals were different. An innocent game then, it is now utilized to 

penetrate consumers’ psyches in order to manipulate their purchasing behavior. 

In the following case studies, 47 to 52, from the April 2015 issue of the magazine Vogue 

(American edition), besides a few new cases of sex embeds, I presently extend the scope of the 

series by providing examples of hidden objects Épinal-wise (Cases 51 and 52). 

Before, as you may have heard or read about Wilson Bryan Key in dismissing and 

disparaging terms, if you have ever read or heard of him at all, it will be useful to quote some 

respected scholars who acknowledge his contribution. The following lines are taken from the 

book Sex in Advertising, 2003, ed. Tom Reichert and Jacqueline Lambiase. W. B. Key authored 

a chapter in this book, which is certainly one of his last written contributions (he died in 2008). 

Interestingly, in the section “About the Contributors”, the editors have this to say about him: 

“He is currently CEO of Mediaprobe Inc., an international consulting and educational firm, and 

is writing a new book on media analysis.” To my knowledge, the book alluded to has never 

been published; it would be great if the manuscript, even if unfinished, could someday find its 

way to a publisher. 

Quotes: 

This book also includes original work by Wilson Key, one of the most prolific (and widely read) 

writers on the issue of sexual embeds in advertising and media [and, in fact, the one author who 

discovered and exposed the practice. FB]. Key’s writings … have sold millions and influenced 

not only a generation, but sparked considerable controversy as well. (p. x) 

Possible proof of his influence is brought forth by several surveys. One, cited in Jack 

Haberstroh’s Ice Cube Sex: The Truth About Subliminal Advertising, 1994, a book aimed at 

discrediting Key’s findings, shows that 62 percent of Americans agree with the statement that 

advertisers utilize subliminal techniques – and the more educated one is, the likelier he is to 

agree. According to another survey, cited in Acland, 2011 (Acland has read Haberstroh and, 

like Haberstroh, he finds Key’s ideas “kooky”), the figure reaches 81 percent, among which 

44 percent believe it has some effect on purchasing behavior. All in all, however widespread 

Key’s influence might have been, academic and other research and writing on the matter 

remains strikingly shy, if not nonexistent if one looks for books that support the idea and carry 

on with the work on that direction. 
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Although sex in advertising is a controversial topic in and of itself, nothing in this area raises 

more debate than the supposed use of sexual embeds. Often referred to as subliminal advertising, 

sexual embeds are defined as referents or forms of sexual representation designed to be 

perceived subconsciously. Common types of embeds include: the word sex; objects that are 

shaped or positioned like genitalia and sexual acts; and small, hidden images of naked people, 

body parts, and genitalia. Sexual embeds are integrated into images by ad creators and are 

intended to go undetected by those viewing the ad. … Controversy pertains to the existence and 

supposed effects of sexual embeds. (p. 25) 

Have you heard of the controversy? If yes, was it recently? Do you think the issue is being duly 

debated in the public sphere? Do you know of public personalities expressing themselves on 

the issue? 

As embeds trigger unconscious recognition, they stimulate sexual arousal and motivation. 

Ultimately, observers are motivated toward goal-directed behavior (e.g. movement toward the 

stimulus). When embeds are consciously detected their power diminishes because viewers’ 

defense mechanisms are stimulated. (p. 27) 

Many researchers and advertising professionals consider embeds to be a hoax because controlled 

research has not substantiated their effects, and they doubt that media professionals intentionally 

use embeds. … At this point, interested readers are encouraged to review work in sexual embed 

research to reach their own conclusions. (p. 27)  

May the present series contribute to interested readers’ reaching their own conclusions, 

knowing extra-lab research on sexual embedding in actual media advertisements is scarce. 

May 2015 
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Case 47 Ralph Lauren SEX 

The word sex has been embedded on the crocodile skin-looking material of the lady’s 

sandal. The color patterns of said material are frankly irregular, hinting at real animal skin. The 

S and E show up as black marks, whereas the X appears in a white rhombus next to E. The 

rhombus is made of four of the units that seem to constitute the hide’s scaly texture: these four 

units’ intersection in the white rhombus makes an X. If you’re not satisfied with this X, maybe 

you will agree, then, that the next white stain on the right, a bigger one, shows an X-like shape. 

As I said that this time, I would look for more than mere word embeds, I would like to 

call your attention to the lady’s left hand. The middle and third fingers are touching a button 

from the trousers or shirt (it’s not very clear), a button that seems to be the only one of its kind 

in this particular place. When one remembers that the word “button,” in English as well as other 

European languages such as French (bouton), can designate the clitoris, one is led to infer that 

the image is meant to be subconsciously perceived, and felt, as a scene of masturbation. 

Alluring women via female onanism makes perfect sense in a context where, according 

to the Hite Report on Female Sexuality, 70 percent of women will never experience orgasm if 

not by means of masturbation. Of course, the relevant question here is not so much whether 

said report gives an accurate picture of the reality as whether advertisers tend to opine it does. 
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Case 48 Gucci SEX 

Another sex embed on sandals. The sandals’ reptile skin material, by the way, color and 

all, is the same as in Case 47. It seems that Gucci (Kering group) and Ralph Lauren have the 

same sorts of ideas about shoes at the same time. 
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Case 49 Estée Lauder SEX 

On this one, I have outlined a banal hairline sex embed on the blonde lady’s head. More 

can be found on both ladies. 

This advertisement, however, triggered my interest for another reason. You can’t see 

the blonde lady’s hand, so you won’t easily admit she’s grasping the brunette’s buttocks. In 

fact, her hands may lie slightly below the buttocks, but very close to them, just far enough to 

defuse any eagerness at indignation. The idea remains the same: between these two women 

goes some special intimacy that includes erotic body contact. Unless, of course, the brunette is 

standing between parallel bars or is a legless cripple who has been carried up on an armchair, 

on which arms the blonde’s hands are resting, but I think we can safely discard such 

interpretations although we’d rather advertisers didn’t tap our sex drives with so much 

compulsion. 
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Case 50 Burberry SEX 

We have already seen in this series two ads from the same Burberry campaign, involving 

models Naomi Campbell and Jourdan Dunn (Cases 17 and 26). However, contrary to both 

previous ones, on this ad we can see their uncovered legs. What will we see next? This campaign 

is a million-dollar striptease. (The advertisers responsible for this campaign might expostulate 

that they have not launched the different ads in such striptease arrangement, but all more or less 

together. If this is true, it still allows that a consequent number of people will be exposed to the 

campaign in the same sequence as has been the case for me.) 
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Case 51 Calvin Klein SEX 

We arrive at Épinal, Lorraine. For Calvin Klein Jeans, the pop singer Justin Bieber is 

exhibiting his abdominal muscles. In the business jargon we call that a beefcake image: an 

athletic, scantily clad man. He seems to be admiring his abdominals. Is he? Are you? I guess 

the huge penis embedded on his abdomen will not leave you indifferent either; you might even 

dream about it afterwards (Poetzl effect), unless, maybe, I show it to you. (The exact same kind 

of embed is described in Wilson Key’s book The Age of Manipulation.) 
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Case 52 Cadillac CHILD PORN 

Now we go where Épinal artists of old would never have dreamt of. In that New Épinal, 

there is no limit to the wildest fantasies. 

This is an advertisement for Cadillac, a General Motors marque. It extends on six pages, 

three times two, of which I bring forth nb 1 & 2 (picture with legend Case 52) and 5 & 6 (picture 

with legend 52-4). (Pages 3 & 4 are just blah blah that no one reads: it isn't even technical 

information, but pseudo-philosophy in aphorisms: “It is not the critic who counts etc.” This 

sentence, the first one in the blah blah, intended at most to be read cursorily, perceived but not 

processed, could actually be construed to effect a subliminal injunction to relinquish critical 

thinking). 

The two pictures distinguish themselves from all other ads on this Vogue issue by their 

realistic depiction of our urban world and life. Instead of garish, gay dresses, people wear dark, 

dull clothes, their faces are worn and concerned. It should serve as a reminder, by the way: Why 

do you buy bright dresses when you know you cannot put them on because you would be 

regarded like an alien from Mars, would make yourself too conspicuous and thus the target of 

comments? Anyway, this is the real word, from which Cadillac owners withdraw. 

To make it more nightmarish, the graphic designer has embedded hidden objects in the 

pictures. Remember, most people take pains to avoid looking at advertisements, so advertisers 

must find a way to attract people’s attention in spite of their reluctance and avoidance. One way 

to do it is to wave hello to the reptilian brain (limbic system), that part of the brain that is 

permanently scanning its environment, having done the same ever since it has been the survival 

tool of an ancient primate lurking in primeval wilderness in quest for food and fear of deadly 

attacks. The reptilian brain will perceive the embeds without your knowing it. Once perceived 

by the limbic system and thus stored inside the implicit memory system, hidden embeds can tell 

their little stories undisturbed to our drives and motivations. Expectations with respect to ads, 

as vapid and insignificant material, in a word as noise, will contribute to prevent perceptions of 

embeds from accessing consciousness. So you won’t see the ghoulish faces and zoomorphic 

demons embedded by mercenary artists in the thousands of commercial messages to which you 

are exposed on a daily basis. 

On picture 52-3, I have outlined a few SEXes, but also an eerie face staring at you from 

a waft of fog, and an awe-inspiring cow-like, bosomy goddess blowing smoke from her nostrils. 

My outlining is not adequately conveying the actual eeriness of the former face and stare, I find, 

but my artistic drawing skills haven’t been much exercised as of late. 

With respect to picture 52-6, I must ask you to be prepared to anything. The sex embed 

on the greyish air is nothing. On the left-hand side, between the two realistic-looking, middle-

class, dark-clad wretches on foot, one sees a pole, maybe a streetlamp. It is given a prominent 

position in the picture. Not only that, but it also displays a large number of confused black and 

white forms. These are the forms to which I would like to draw your attention, because it is 

there the graphic designer has embedded a variety of meaningful images. 

At the bottom, two faces are smooching, a man on the left, a woman on the right. The 

woman has long hair. The man is middle-aged at least, given the baldness on the top of his 

head. 
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From the bottom go directly to the top. There I have outlined two ghostly faces. The 

face on the left is a skull. That on its right is some demon-like fiend. 

Below these haunting faces, something very nasty is going on. A young girl is forced to 

perform a fellatio. The physiognomy of the face, as well as its dimension compared to the penis, 

indicate a child, unmistakably. This is subliminal child pornography! 

Should be enough for the present. Some of you will react like: “You want to make us 

see what you yourself are projecting on the picture, but I won’t.” To those I would like to remind 

Épinal printings. You won’t see the hidden object in the printing unless you look for it. But it 

is there. Someone has put it there, not my or your imagination. The trick has been known for a 

long time. 
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VIII 

Figaro Without Beaumarchais 

 

Cases 53-65 are taken from the French Le Figaro Magazine dated May 22-23, 2015, 

(Cases 53-58) and Le Figaro Madame that goes with it (59-64). The last one (Case 65) appeared 

in Vogue, Italian edition, May 2015. 

June 2015 
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Case 53 Dior SEX 

A sex embed on French actor Alain Delon when young. 
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Case 54 Google SEX 

Google ordered an advertising campaign explaining that the company supports non-

profit organizations. The present ad deals with a French organization whose purpose, as one 

reads, is to “teach the young good reflexes on the Web,” whatever that means. We are shown a 

picture where the responsible of that organization, “Thomas” (or rather a model), meets some 

kids in a classroom. 

The kids’ attention seems to focus on one of them outside the photograph, and another 

kid of whom the viewer only sees the back and who wears a salmon-colored jersey is pointing 

at the former. I can’t say for sure whether the latter is a boy or a girl; neither the hairdo nor the 

clothing allows us to draw a four-square conclusion. The other kids look either at him/her, or 

at what or whom he/she is pointing to. 

Thomas, on the other hand, the responsible of the Google-sponsored organization, looks 

at no particular place on the picture. He might be staring at some spot beyond the depicted 

scene, but he rather looks like someone who is watching nothing in particular. His smile is 

ecstatic; he just seems to be enjoying what’s going on and enjoying it intensely. 

Now, you may not have noticed it but the head of the boy/girl with the salmon jersey is 

between Thomas’s legs, at pelvis level. At this stage, ask yourself a question: Is this by 

accident? Some of you, perhaps most of you would not have noticed this incongruous, even 

improper perspective had I not pointed to it (in the same way that it took me some time to see 

it, even though I was searching for tricks from the start). The conscious brain, automatically 

adjusting the overall picture according to perspective laws, overlooks the incongruity. 

However, on the subconscious level, the superimposition of the child’s head on the man’s 

genitals will have been recorded. The professional photographer, the art director of the 

advertising agency responsible for the ad, any person involved and having expertise in graphic 

techniques should have noticed that the perspective is not right, in fact they could not fail to 

notice it, and they would have modified it were their intention not to have it that way, but in 

fact they wanted your lizard brain to record a fellatio between a child and an adult, and they 

engineered the ad to that end. 
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Case 55 Stihl SEX 

As in Case 54, an ecstatic man again. The copy reads “Do not let nature overshadow 

you.” It advertises garden machinery and equipment such as hedge trimmers. The picture shows 

a shadowy garden (where Stihl equipment has not been used) and a man having the intention to 

make a barbecue. He has placed the grill on the one spot where daylight is available and is 

intensely enjoying the rare particles of sunlight falling in his garden, as it seems. Why he should 

be delighted at all is an enigma, since the copy’s message is that the barbecue is doomed for 

failure as no one can enjoy an outdoor dinner in such gloom. However, no matter the logic, 

showing an ecstatic man tends to make the mirror cells in your brain partake in the same feeling. 

And if you look inside the grill carefully you will find that the man is enjoying more than just 

rays of light. The ad has been designed to make your subconscious brain record a fellatio. 
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Case 56 Domaine Clarence Dillon SEX 

In this issue of Le Figaro Magazine there follow a few ads for wines, among several 

pages of articles (so-called informative content) on the wine business. Let’s begin with this 

masterpiece (tongue in cheek). The bottle of rosé is an unmistakable penis. The glans is clearly 

outlined and, true to anatomy, it is particularly sheeny: light reflections of the bottle glass are 

more numerous and glaring on this part. Furthermore, the graphic designer has succeeded in 

giving the straight bottle a somewhat curvy shape reminiscent of the penis’s curvature. 

A scissors-like image gliding above the penis evokes castration fear. On the left side of 

the penis, at the glans’s level, is a dripping slit. This can either be a wound inflicted by the 

scissors, alluding to castration having been carried out, or a female vulva. On the right side is 

another slit, surrounded by swollen labia. I also outlined a sex embed. 
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Case 57 Le Clos Peyrassol SEX 

Another wine advertisement. Among the bowl’s reflections, I outlined a sex embed, a 

vagina slit that is at the same time a penis thanks to two ice cubes providing the testes, and, on 

the right-hand side of the bowl, a fellatio being performed. The fingers of the fellatio performer 

(looking toward the right) are apparent, she (he?) has her hand clenched on something that she’s 

bringing to her mouth. 
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Case 58 Duval Leroy SEX 

This advertisement can be found in both Le Figaro Magazine and Le Figaro Madame. 

The bottle of champagne wine is surrounded by whitish flower petals. Faces have been drawn 

among the petals, kissing and licking the penis-like bottle. On the lower side, the grotesque face 

expresses wonder. 
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Case 59 Dior Joaillerie SEX 

When you open this issue of Le Figaro Madame, you find the present two-page 

advertisement for jewelry. The advertised jewels represent amethyst and pink quartz roses with 

gold and diamond bees. But there is more. First, I don’t know which gender is the target here, 

man or woman; probably both are intended, women who buy jewels for themselves and men 

who buy jewels as gifts. I tend to opine, however, that men make gifts according to their 

partner’s preferences, and so would buy a Dior jewel if the lady expressed some appreciation 

of the brand after being exposed to such ads. 

The zoomed-on jewel of the left page has been embedded with weird figures and shapes 

as light reflections. On the lower side (pictures 59-2 and 59-3) a grotesque man’s face has been 

drawn with the tongue out and erect. The man is licking what looks like a bum. This could be 

a depiction of metaphoric bum licking or a sexual act. 

On the upper side (pictures 59-4 and 59-5) something awful is going on. I can see a 

woman’s face, crimson-colored (in contrast to the amethyst-colored surrounding), in profile, 

oriented upwards. One eye, as well as nose and mouth are visible and distinct, however 

anamorphic the image. I have outlined the contour only, more like a circle around the face, 

because I couldn’t convey with the help of a computer mouse the expression of this 

anamorphized visage. It is suffering and it could be pleasure as well, the sort of pleasure which 

perverts look for, as encapsulated in the words “it hurts so good.” And I figure the agent of this 

unbearable pleasure would be the dog-like beast whose eerie face stands just behind the 

woman’s face, and which features I have been able to outline (although in a comic-like fashion). 

The woman is being mounted by a big dog! Awful, but consistent with W. B. Key’s findings in 

the seventies and eighties. Nothing has changed, only the amount of exposure to advertising 

has increased 900-fold. 
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Case 60 Céline SEX 

Another sex embed for good measure. 
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Case 61 Chopard SEX 

The lady is supposedly performing some sort of dance. What dance? The position of her 

hands reminds one of oriental dances (Siamese, Balinese) where hands’ gestures are codified 

and have symbolic meanings. These oriental dances originated in sacred dances, especially 

ancient Hindu dances, performed by sacred prostitutes such as devadasi (slave girls of the gods). 

Look carefully at the left hand. The index and middle fingers are disposed in the 

characteristic way a woman spreads her genital labia, and the hand itself is more or less at 

genitals’ level. The ad hints, not very subtly, at female exhibitionism and masturbation. As I 

explained on Case 47, this makes perfect sense, given the figures in Hite Report: 70 percent of 

women won’t experience orgasm if not by ways of masturbation. More conservative figures 

still make for one third of women in that situation. It is obvious that advertisers will be intent 

on trying to associate the products they advertise with sexual climax and thus to evoke the 

feelings felt during masturbation. 

The woman on this ad is sternly dressed, rather like a man, so the creature here dancing 

is a hermaphrodite, which, again, speaks deeply to the onanistic woman’s psyche, because the 

hermaphrodite is complete per se, whereas gendered beings in order to achieve completeness 

must look for their other halves, according to the Platonic myth propounded in the Symposium. 
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Case 62 Dinh Van SEX 

The bracelet, attaching both wrists, makes manacles: bondage. Moreover, the woman is 

performing a fellatio on a huge, flaccid penis, like that of a horse. The left hand holds the glans, 

the right hand caresses the testes. All this is subliminal pornography. I haven’t drawn the penis 

because it would allow pornographers to strike my blog down claiming this is pornography… 

However, I think I made the point clear. 

Also, please note that all such ads having not a single word of copy are said to be 

(including by the United States Supreme Court) commercial information. This is the way large 

companies inform us. 
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Case 63 Lierac SEX 

The red splash of lipstick behind the stick evokes female genitals. The lady is looking 

upward, smiling, presumably to a lover. We can see her left shoulder, but we do not see the 

arm, so the arm must be tied to her back. She is bound. 

Tapping into deviant practices makes perfect sense, again, due to the figures given on 

Case 61. Women who don’t experience climax in their sexual life are bound to fantasizing a lot 

more than men and are likely to be asking themselves if such or such practice would not bring 

about the fulfillment they long for. 
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Case 64 

From one of the numerous fashion pages that are a staple of ladies’ magazines, on this 

depiction, again, of female masturbation, the right hand’s middle finger is conspicuous and 

points toward the vagina. If you don’t see that it is masturbation, there’s nothing I can say. 

 

64 
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Case 65 Valentino Garavani SEX 

Tapping into weird fantasies, masochism, and fear of aggression, this ad depicts a 

woman’s body lying on the ground. The man has taken her handbag: it must be hers because it 

matches her boots. So, if I understand well, the man has beaten the girl down while snatching 

her handbag and she’s now lying on the pavement. The man’s tattoo somehow reinforces this 

interpretation. Just below the benevolent lion’s head, we can see a woman, on the left, behind 

which, a bit blurred, are drawn two hoodies with evil stares and angry faces, one clenching his 

fist. 

If the ad is not telling an aggression story, please explain what is going on. Feel free to 

correct me and bring the right interpretation of this piece of commercial information, which 

does not have a single word of copy besides the name of the brand and the name of the product. 
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Subliminal Junk IX 

 

In order to present a few more cases of subliminal techniques used besides the pervasive 

sex embeds, in print advertising, I have selected other adverts from the same couple of 

magazines I have already being using so far, that is from the months of March, April, and May 

2015. The following titles, all women’s magazines, will provide the new cases: namely, the 

French magazine Elle from March 20 (Cases 66-7); Cosmopolitan UK Edition from May (68-

9); Vogue from April (70-1); and the French magazine Le Figaro Madame from May 22 (Case 

72). 

Altogether, from no more than a dozen issues of various magazines and weekly 

newspapers on a three-month period, I have extracted over 70 ads to present my case on 

contemporary subliminal techniques, and the number would have been much greater had I only 

have more time and patience at my disposal. Because subliminals are everywhere. How could 

it be otherwise? Our social environment has become so saturated with advertising that no 

attention whatsoever is paid any longer to the huge majority of advertisements, and as a result 

advertisers must by necessity rely, to achieve any foreseeable impact, on mechanisms aimed at 

impressing so-called peripheral attention, i.e., subconscious mind processes, that is to say to 

rely on subliminal techniques. 

In the subliminal world of the human mind, survival and sexual instincts reign supreme. 

There are no – how do you call it again? – checks and balances in this realm. Marketers and 

advertisers know it, and they manipulate these drives in order to channel them into specific 

consuming behaviors. We live in a society that has accumulated mountains of data from a 

hundred years of scientific management and scientific marketing, i.e., the experimental method 

applied to human behavior on the workplace and the marketplace. Scientific management has 

put an end to anticapitalistic, revolutionary movements; scientific marketing has been able to 

automatize, so to speak, consumption. It’s Kenneth Galbraith’s “inverted sequence” running at 

full speed. This accumulated knowledge remains in large part proprietary, belonging to the 

corporations that have financed the research from which they now derive huge benefits. With 

time, some of the results trickle down in the public domain, largely, however, via specialized 

books from insiders, at a pace dictated by the proprietors themselves. Employees from 

marketing departments as well as advertising agencies are contractually committed not to 

disclose the content of their activities. However, it is not even likely that much concern would 

be stirred among the public, were unrestricted access to these proprietary data provided all of a 

sudden. As a matter of fact, the existence of alpha waves, for instance, is well known, as is the 

fact that they are induced in the brain by watching television, along with a hypnoid state, and 

increased suggestibility as a consequence; what concern does it raise? People, it seems, fail to 

understand what this implies. 

September 2015 
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Case 66 Armani SEX 

This advert is the same as in Case 15. It’s a two-page ad, one page being presented on 

Case 15 (a sex embed among the reflections of the sunglasses), the other, here, showing what 

seems to be the same woman, body complete down to the knees (as opposed to the head only 

being pictured on the opposite page), without sunglasses, on a blue sky, blue sea background. 

In Case 15, the model has her shoulders covered; here, the model’s shoulders are uncovered. 

Are there two different persons, and are our brains invited to imagine some story taking place 

before our eyes, speculating, unbeknownst to our consciousness, on such slight, even hard-to-

notice discrepancies? 

On the page here shown, the model is wearing some blue, satined sackcloth of a sort. 

There is something odd with her left arm; the shape made by her hand in the pocket looks 

awkward. Consider it for a moment. The shape looks awkward because it is, in fact, that of a 

penis. The bulging pocket provides the glans, the arm – her hand being entirely concealed – 

gives the shaft. Furthermore, the dress folds on the left-hand of the bulging pocket are vaginal 

folds, the darkened area outline a vaginal slit, so the subliminal penis points to a subliminal 

vagina. There is, however, a discrepancy between the size of the penis and that of the vagina; 

the former is too small to be considered a suitable object. This picture is likely to provoke 

among its viewers, both male and female, unconscious feelings of sexual inadequacy, thus 

adding to current levels of anxiety and/or frustration. Anxiety is a primary trigger of compulsive 

buying, and it often seems, when anything goes wrong, that something must be wrong with our 

sexual life. There is an endless supply of uncertainty in the domain of sex, and with uncertainty 

goes anxiety. 
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Case 67 Stella McCartney SEX 

It’s about a nice little shining handbag. So sheeny is the texture of the bag, so starlike 

its silvery surface, that it works like a mirror, reflecting the world in a myriad of dazzling little 

beams of opalescent light. So let’s take a closer look at these reflections. I have outlined on 

Picture 67-3 below some interesting drawings. Towards the left, a reclining man’s head can be 

seen. The man is looking with apparent satisfaction at the pair of amazingly nice breasts a 

woman is proffering him; in all likelihood, she will soon cover his face with them. On the right, 

another man’s face, strangely grinning, as if mesmerized by awe, appears behind a woman’s 

back. As a dark triangle her pubic hair is apparent, as well as the legs and belly. 
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Case 68 Viva Glam SEX 

Viva Glam does not only sell lipstick and other cosmetics, it also makes donations to 

provide care for people affected by HIV/AIDS. The model represents a strip dancer, maybe a 

prostitute, in a typical venue for this profession, with mirrors at all angles, crude red lights, 

assorted with weird-shaped, pink neon tubes, and a glimmering confusion on the dazzling 

background. It’s about sex and death and beauty and money. Look at the right-hand side, among 

the copse-like neon-tube structure. One can see a penis glans, with deep purple hue and light 

reflections on its turgescent tissue. The glow of light has been cleverly located to cut a drawn 

line and thus isolate what is none other than the penis meatus. Furthermore, the neon tubes 

partially covering the glans, on its left side, represent a pair of scissors. I let you decide what 

one’s subconscious might be feeling after unattended exposure to such subliminal junk. 

My first thought was that if a prostitute is represented (it can hardly be denied that the 

model is intended to represent a prostitute because, as the rumor goes, strip dancers or cabaret 

dancers – and she is such a dancer, obviously – make extra money from customers by having 

sex with them), then it must be exciting to (a number of) women to imagine themselves as 

prostitutes. The subliminal penis and scissors would remain out of this, something besides, for 

a different kind of women, or at least a distinct trait of character, that of castrating women, 

which per se does not seem to have a necessary relation to the fantasy of being a prostitute. 

However, since I published the case, another scenario came to my mind, more coherent, as I 

will now explain. 

The model is represented as a prostitute and intended to be recognized as such by the 

female reader, not necessarily at conscious level. For many a female reader, now, the prostitute 

is, subconsciously at least, the enemy, and their reflex will be to bare their claws and show their 

teeth, most especially as their mind is invited to dwell on HIV/AIDS (remember that is the 

argument of the ad’s copy: Viva Glam funds organizations that take care of people affected by 

HIV/AIDS). The prostitute is the woman that would bring HIV/AIDS to the female reader’s 

bedroom via her husband. This is the main argument subliminally. If you, female reader, do not 

take care to keep on appealing sexually to your husband or partner, he will resort to sex workers, 

and that may result in his and then your contracting a sexually transmitted disease. And if you 

dare not carry out castration (the subliminal scissors) to protect your health, or even save your 

life, how do you keep appealing sexually to him? By using Mac Viva Glam lipstick, no doubt. 
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Case 69 Simply Be… SEX 

It says ‘Simply Be… You,’ so let’s take a look at what You is. It strikes one at first 

glance that You is different from the ladies one usually sees in the pictures of a magazine like 

Cosmopolitan. You, indeed, is overweight. Chubby. You wears blue jeans, which, however 

widespread in real-life streets and meadows, is frankly unusual on the pages of women’s 

magazines. You has a cheap neo-hippie look about her, hinting at a wish to experience the same 

sexual liberty as the hippies of old. You sits carelessly and slovenly, like a slattern, wears cheap 

inconspicuous bracelets (all plastic, I would swear), and her facial features are kind of ordinary 

and unattractive. What else can I say if not that You, although she looks like you in her ways, 

is just the kind of person you don’t care to be? – Slighted by an ad? 
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Case 70 Bottega Veneta SEX 

A two-page ad. The right page shows a scantily clad woman and the left one a room of 

some sort (and what the hell of a room is that? you might ask). The scanty clothing, as well as 

the woman’s attitude, eroticizes the advertisement, so the viewer is invited to look at the room 

with erotic thoughts (remember the right-hand page is the first to be seen when one is turning 

pages, and adverts are strategically placed according to that fact). What sort of a room is this, 

then? A very odd and strange one, indeed. The bedstead is a plain metallic structure, the bed 

linen is minimal and unadorned, with a blanket that looks unpleasantly coarse. The walls are 

plain and dark. One could almost feel them oozing with humidity. The wooden door looks 

ominous. The flower drawn on the cushion is the only element that would inspire some feeling 

other than utter gloom and dejection, but its presence is a cynical trick, because it cannot 

counterbalance the global effect of the room (it can only divert your brain from analyzing the 

picture as it is truly intended). Where are we? It’s a dungeon cell where the Inquisition keeps 

its victims, innocent women alleged to be witches, between interrogations in the torture 

chamber, or it is a cellar fit out by a sexual predator who abducts his victims and locks them in 

this place to rape them at his will. Victims are attractive women like the one we see on the 

opposite page. Sometimes advertising taps on weird, weird fantasies... 
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Case 71 Vogue SEX 

The young Chinese-looking model is depicted looking merrily at you and me, frolicking 

in a street of some Chinatown, the Chinatown of a city in an English-speaking country because 

the shop signboards are written both in Chinese and English. Just above the woman’s left 

shoulder, even sticking to it, appears the word “parlor” (not “parlour,” so we might as well be 

in NYC), from a signboard further behind her. We all know the double meaning of the word 

“parlor,” and the woman could be a prostitute from this house. Touching her hair are the words 

“hair care,” but this, certainly, is a mere coincidence. Other signboards, on both sides of her, 

advertise liquors and wines, a staple good for successful socialites and losers just the same. My 

attention was drawn on the road writings. These writings, partially concealed from our eyes by 

the woman’s shape, make two lines, and the end letter of each line is S and X respectively (S 

lying above X). SX is a code name for SEX. It’s been a long time since I last went to NYC, and 

I wasn’t really interested in reading the road writings either, but I guess the present writings 

must be special because, from whatever way you read the line with the X-ending (and the 

picture leaves one at a loss when trying to figure whether the lines must be read from the 

viewer’s standpoint or from the other side, since the decipherable S, X, I, N are symmetrical), 

I just can’t see what word relevant to street signing the letters NIX, if at the end, or XIN, if at 

the beginning, can be part of. This is the question I ask to more knowledgeable people. Is it 

Cantonese in Latin transcript? In case it means nothing and such a word does not exist, the artist 

has taken very bold a step to confront our lizard brains with an SX compound. 

(ii) 

In a private correspondence, the researcher in subliminal deception Nathan B. has answered my 

question about the road signing. The writing says “school xing,” although the words, here, are 

inverted and it reads “xing school” (as “xing” is above “school”). I had never met the word 

“xing,” which means “crossing.” I am grateful to Nathan for providing this information. 
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Case 72 L’Oréal SEX 

One acquaintance to whom I showed my research on subliminal advertising discarded 

it first-hand telling me, as an account for his intention not to pay attention to it, that advertising 

today was pornographic at the conscious level, so there was no need to look after subconscious 

tricks since pornography could be made use of openly by advertisers. Of course, he’s right to 

say some ads are openly sexual in content, but his inference is nevertheless incorrect. As I said 

above, subliminals are aimed at peripheral attention (at the brain of people who won’t take a 

look at the ad – the brain registering it anyway if the ad, no matter how quickly, entered the 

field of sight) and as such are not treated by the brain in the same way as objects entering 

conscious attention. Even an openly pornographic advert may be bolstered by subliminal sex 

embeds. Furthermore, advertisers know they can’t play the sex card aboveboard all the time, 

because it can have adverse effects occasionally, whereas there is no adverse reaction to 

subliminal sex. Never, as long as it remains subliminal. 

Double entendre with words is routine advertising, as even advertisers will admit. If a 

word has, not as a principal meaning but among its other few, a sexual meaning, you can be 

sure it has become a catchword. This might be called a subliminal technique, although the 

double entendre is often recognized by the public, and the idea is therefore to make it look like 

tongue in cheek – when it would more properly be labeled “in your face.” (It’s precisely because 

of possible adverse reactions to the in-your-face effect that aboveboard obscenity is not more 

frequent in advertising, all in all; subliminal junk is much safer.) 

Let’s take this advertisement for L’Oréal as an example. Saving time is in the mind of 

many consumers, and time-saving devices much sought after. So how do you advertise 

timesaving? Here the advertisers ask the question “How quick are you?” Need I comment? How 

quick are you? refers, tongue in cheek or in-your-face-wise, as you choose to call it, to female 

orgasm. How quick do you orgasm? is the question, and, if you take the time to analyze it, it 

means, given the well-known and established time discrepancy between male and female 

orgasms generally speaking: How likely are you to orgasm? Of course, the discrepancy can be 

overcome by special techniques and preliminaries, but the seemingly mild, humorous joke is 

not innocuous at all, inasmuch as it is likely to raise the level of anxiety present in many a 

viewer, male and female, for the male the anxiety that he is too quick to be a good mate, for the 

female the anxiety that she won’t find the good mate to gratify her if she’s too slow. The fear, 

and possibility, of sexual inadequacy makes the advert a grim jest. One response to raised 

anxiety is compulsive buying. Truly, in the social phenomenon of advertising, people kiss the 

hand that beats them, like a dog licking his hard-hearted master’s hand. 

Having said this, I don’t even feel the need to extend on “Blow Dry.” You know what 

it means to blow, sexually, and you’ve also heard of “dry sex,” i.e., sex with clothes on, rubbing 

one’s body against each other’s. It’s called dry because, if fluid discharge occurs, it remains 

unnoticed by the mate. The seminal fluid provides the wetness, in the idea, and its absence the 

dryness. “Blow dry,” thus, means to perform a fellatio until the semen has been discharged and 

the genitals are, as one would say, emptied of the fluid, and thus temporarily dry. In your face 

– but those who don’t notice will buy. 
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Case 73 Guerlain SEX 

Dear Madam, have you ever dreamt of being kept in a harem? Of course not. Tell me, 

then, what is the assumption behind the present ad? The product’s name is Shalimar, from the 

famous Shalimar Gardens in Lahore, Pakistan, a place associated with the former Moghul rulers 

of the Indian peninsula, whose Muslim kings, princes, and highnesses were masters of immense 

harems, filled in large part with the wives and daughters of subdued Hindus. The blonde woman 

in the picture is sitting naked in a room whose light is provided by the sun through mashrabiya-

patterned panels reminiscent of zenanas' windows. She is, therefore, in the women’s apartments 

of some Oriental palace, behind the purdah, that is, in a harem. The fantasy of being one of 

many, one among many lovers or sexual things at the power of a dominant man, is something 

real. It dates to the days of the primitive horde when our simian ancestors were organized around 

a dominant male. As some researchers put it (evolutionary psychologists Vladas Griskevicius 

and Douglas Kenrick, The Rational Animal, 2013), in those days, as among the primates which 

still have such social organization, the females would line up and wait for their turn to be 

inseminated by the alpha male. (The other males only have the right to copulate with infertile 

females.) I suggest that the fact of female orgasm being scattered among the population (I have 

found so many different figures, from 30% to 50% to 70% [Hite report] for women never 

experiencing orgasm during intercourse, that trying any guess seems pointless) may have 

something to do with this heritage of ours. Many women just won’t have it to the full with none 

but the silverback gorilla, I mean the dominant male. It’s only a conjecture, of course. We know, 

besides, that women are more promiscuous than gorilla females; the data all point to greater 

sperm competition among humans, and chimpanzees (of which the dwarf variety is known as 

the bonobo), than among gorillas. Still, researchers also state that women’s EPC (extra-pair 

copulations), the scientific name for horns-putting, occurs much more frequently with some 

types, or rather a certain type – singular – of male. 

I have also outlined one sex embed, for good measure. It was easy for the graphic 

designer to embed the word sex among the filigreed shades of the wall panels. 
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Subliminal Junk X 

 

In his four books, written from 1973 to 1989, Wilson Bryan Key has discussed perhaps 

between 100 and 200 cases of subliminal advertising, for a research period extending over 20-

25 years. The other material he collected has not been published. What I am intending to 

demonstrate is that you can easily extract 100 cases from press publications over a three-months 

period. 

For the present issue, I keep extracting advertisements from the same magazines and 

newspapers I have been using for issues I-IX, namely fifteen issues of various papers altogether, 

dated March, April, and May 2015. In Subliminal Junk IX, I wrote that lack of time and patience 

prevented me from presenting more cases from the same papers. This is not good advertising 

of myself – if I have no time and patience to do something well enough, then I really should 

consider leaving it alone – and, besides, I have more patience than the average guy, so that is 

not a good excuse either. In fact, what keeps me from showing all the subliminals I find is the 

redundancy and repetition in the technique; in many cases, adding examples would only be 

boring to the reader. In a way, I am doing honor to the advertisements I select. Many are 

discarded in the process, not on the ground, though, that they are devoid of subliminal junk, but 

because I do not find their junk exciting enough. 

At the end of this post, the number of cases will be 79 – or 80 if you include the 

introductory case study on Microsoft. The seven following cases are taken from: Vanity Fair 

from May 2015 (Case 74), Vanity Fair from April 2015 (75-7), and Vogue Italian Edition from 

May 2015 (78-9). 

September 2015 
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Case 74 Dom Perignon SEX 

This one is from the same as Case 35, to which I refer you for the whole picture and the 

word SEX embedded among the sea spray. The whole picture, by the way, is topical: a phallic 

object (champagne bottle) and explosive sea spray. On the backward, towards the right, I have 

outlined a couple of interesting drawings that have been added to bolster the ad’s impact in a 

subliminal way. Pictures 74-2 and 74-3 show the same part of the advert twice because the artist 

used a technique known by those who are acquainted with Salvador Dali’s painting Slave 

Market With the Disappearing Bust of Voltaire. The technique consists in setting two different 

reality objects as one pictorial object; in Dali’s painting, a few body shapes are Voltaire’s face 

at the same time. 

On Picture 74-2, I show three faces. The face on the left is that of a half-conscious 

woman, sick because of alcohol consumption. I did the best I could in the outlining but I 

strongly advise you to look at the Picture 74, the bare one, to get a more appropriate idea of the 

artist’s rendition of a drunken woman falling out of consciousness or miserable with feelings 

of faintness. The second face, toward the right, is that of another woman. That one is in distress 

too, her black eyes wide open while she vomits. Close against her on the right is a man’s face, 

smiling, not disgusted at all by what is happening. He probably knows he will achieve his goal 

now, with this or both women. I can see a wig on his head, which makes him a fine eighteenth-

century roué, very much in line, I guess, with what a Dom Perignon connoisseur is likely to 

admire. 

On Picture 74-3, we come back to the first woman’s face, but this time it shows 

something different, albeit the idea is not so different. It shows a woman bent forward, hair 

falling and almost touching the ground, hands pressed against the knees. She too is in a dejected 

state due to excessive drinking. While she copes with her present misery, a smiling bear-like 

creature is gently grabbing at her. His face is against her buttocks, his paw clasping her thigh. 

The bear, although not altogether deprived of seeming benevolence, looks as if he were intent 

on taking advantage of the situation. 

This is the message subliminally addressed to viewers: Intoxicate your preys with Dom 

Perignon and –voilà! – it’s done. 

This would be the male reader’s viewpoint. For the female reader, however, such an 

interpretation would make the advert repulsive, so there must be other possible interpretations 

available to her, or to both sexes for that matter. Woman number one, then, instead of fainting 

from intoxication, would be gently falling in a post-copulatory swoon, having just climaxed. 

As to woman number two, something would be forced into her mouth, namely a penis, and she 

would look distressed due to her fear that it may choke her, or because she is already choking, 

to the great amusement of the roué looking at this rough scene of oral sex. Finally, the woman 

in Picture 74-3 would not be on the verge of vomiting, but simply waiting for the bear to mount 

her. Such scenes are probably repulsive to most men and women, and to many a Dom Perignon 

patron too, at conscious level – but on a subliminal plane it seems to be another story. 
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Case 75 Louis Vuitton SEX 

This advertisement for Louis Vuitton is of the same series designed for the manufacturer 

as Case 33. First, I would like to call your attention on the way the model is wearing her bag. 

Although we have the typical background of bright sky and blue sea so appealing to dejected 

employees, the woman is fearing something is going to happen to her. She is holding the bag 

against her chest, looking at a distance, as if she had been suddenly aware of a desperado’s 

presence. The scene, in fact, is mildly nerve-racking. It’s only because you do not expect such 

tone in a tropical, and topical, advert for a handbag that you did not perceive it at first. Well, 

you did not perceive it, maybe, but your lizard brain has registered the model’s disquiet 

nevertheless – because it has no social expectations like yourself, I mean your conscious self, 

which is easily tricked by advertisers because of the preconceived notions we are all using as 

shortcuts to deal with the requirements of everyday life. 

That lizard brain of yours also registered something else. On the turquoise waves a 

drawing has been embedded. It represents two kids and a man, all naked. One kid is leaning 

against the other’s shoulder. Maybe he’s tired, maybe he’s ashamed, maybe he’s crying. The 

other kid is masturbating the man’s penis. The man is lying on the back, both hands under his 

head. He’s enjoying. This is subliminal pedophilia, something we have already come across 

(Case 52). As a first guess, I’d say it will (discarding any sexual stimulation effect) contribute 

to heighten in the female viewer the anxiety produced by perceiving, unconsciously most of the 

time, the model’s apprehensiveness. Mirror cells in the brain tend to reproduce as yours the 

emotions you perceive on others; that is their function, and I suggest they will reproduce 

emotions even when you fail to interpret these emotions correctly at conscious level. Choosing 

a handbag is in itself an anxious experience – all choices imply some degree of anxiety – and 

here it is connected with status anxiety, like all fashion. Anxiety advertising is aimed at 

producing the right crisis in the mind. 

Uninformed readers may object that mirror cells cannot be induced to react in the present 

case, as people know it is only an advertisement and the model is acting. In reality, our mirror 

cells function as usual even when we know that the person we look at is simulating emotions. 

Without such a functioning in the face of all our knowledge, movie theaters would remain 

empty. It is because people let themselves be moved by acting that they enjoy cinema, and they 

can do that because even their knowledge of the whole stuff’s being acting and simulation does 

not prevent their mirror cells to induce in them the emotional states they perceive. The 

difference between a good actor and a bad one is that the former is capable of mimicking 

emotions most perfectly, whereas the latter lets perceive a discrepancy between his behavior or 

attitude and the emotion he is supposed to be acting. Bad actors betray that their inner state is 

alien to their role, and such discrepancy makes them, and the whole scene, ridiculous; despite 

our willingness, our mirror cells cannot be fooled by bad actors, and we resent them for the 

poor performance. 

These remarks allow one to describe the impact of advertising, even printed advertising, 

in terms of mirror cells. Advertising models are asked to express emotions, which the 

photographer will try to capture on the picture. In Case 75, I suggested that the model is 

expressing some feeling of anguish that would remain unperceived at conscious level insomuch 

as it makes no sense at all for the uninformed consumer that fear should be made use of in that 
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kind of advertising, especially with a cliché bright sky, blue sea background. As it makes no 

sense, the stimuli that would allow the correct interpretation remain unattended. 

One thing, however, must be added. The model here has not been asked to play genuine 

anguish. In fact, she was asked to look disquieted, with her gaze and her holding the bag against 

her chest, but not entirely so, in order to confuse the brain and prevent any possibility that the 

right interpretation be brought to consciousness. The way she is holding the bag against her 

chest is ambiguous, the gesture is soft, there is no muscular tension, no crispation as would be 

expected from true disquiet. So, in a way this is a case of bad acting, some stimuli indicating 

one emotional state and some other stimuli from the same source indicating another emotional 

state. Except that the discrepancy here has been designed intentionally, so that the viewer will 

more easily discard the stimuli that make no sense, i.e. anguish or, more mildly, disquiet, since 

are also present the stimuli that make perfect sense to the conscious mind – a young woman 

strolling on a beach or a riviera by a fine summer day with her handbag, which she carries most 

gently, and why not against her chest, if she likes? Her looks seem a bit odd, for sure… but, 

wait, she’s so young and at that age one is easily troubled. So far so good. If the character is 

troubled, then there is something troubling about the advertisement. I just wanted to be sure you 

noticed. Finally, the discrepancy may serve the purpose of disquieting the unattending brain 

and thus remaining engraved inside as a puzzle, something unexplained and thus potentially 

threatening (despite the conscious interpretation of the ad as being innocuous, trite stuff). And 

then there is the subliminal drawing of pedophiliac erotica. 
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Case 76 Patek Philippe SEX 

We have already seen this advert, Case 29, where I show a sex embed. As with Case 74, 

the sex embed is not only a sex embed, no more than it is solely, it goes without saying, the 

shades of a coppice in the background. There is also present a semi-erect penis. The testes have 

been painted prominent. It’s not so much about the penis, this time, as about the reproductive 

stamina. 

If you’re interested, you can find another sex embed stuck to the woman’s left shoulder. 

Above this embed are two faces, which I do not care to outline, but that you may find too. It’s 

the woman’s parents, the father on the left, with large whiskers, a Colonel Goodchild of sorts, 

the mother on the right, fateful and zombie-looking, with a face larger than her man’s. 
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Case 77 Elie Saab SEX 

From the same ad as Case 30. Besides the sex embed in the model’s hair, the folds of 

her dress, nicely swollen by the wind, delineate a copulation. We see two bottoms and two 

backs. The woman’s pubis is concealed by the top of the perfume bottle but I have indicated 

the navel (though I’m not inventing it: it’s there) so you can orient yourselves in these folds. 

The woman is on her knees, the man on her, they’re making it more ferarum, which is the Latin 

for doggy-style, if you care to know. The man, though, is not well oriented on her mate’s back, 

he is bending toward the left, probably toward another mate, which he is kissing or on whom 

he is performing a cunnilingus. 

Also, looking back at the ad p. 121, you’ll see the model’s body is slightly tilted, whereas 

the writings below are quite horizontal, that is, when the writings of the page are horizontal the 

body is tilting toward the right. The model is therefore leaning against something, and as she 

can’t be leaning against her veils flaunting in the wind, she is leaning against a man’s body. 
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Case 78 Louis Vuitton SEX 

From the same series as Cases 33 and 75. I have nothing to say about the picture itself. 

Please proceed directly to Pictures 78-2 and 78-3, and into the turquoise waters where strange 

Tritons and Nereids are having a subliminal orgy. On the left side, a woman is licking the testes 

of a semi-erect penis bending toward the left. No doubt the penis will be full hard soon. Close 

against the woman on her right, we can see the back and buttocks of another woman, sat on a 

penis. A third woman, further on the right and a little below, is also impaled on a penis, and 

smiles at you. (The smiling head could be that of a fourth woman, though, as it is separated 

from the bottom with the penis inside it, a bottom which can be completed instead by a female 

back and a black-haired head contiguous to it on the right side.) From this group further to the 

right and below, a woman is taken more ferarum by a crocodile or a doglike creature (Goofy?) 

on her back. Her visage expresses intense contentment. (We have already come across 

subliminal bestiality, in Case 59.)  In the space between these two lovers, another face is staring 

at you; it is a smiling death’s head, or just another Mister Grin. 

From this case I conclude that women too like pornography, providing it be subliminal.  
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Case 79 QC Terme spas and resorts SEX 

The model’s expression is well-being. On Picture 79-2, she is embraced by a subliminal 

man (à la Modigliani, not my favorite embeds: I prefer more realistic objects, more difficult to 

object to by opponents), and besides a little Death figure, very realistically drawn with skeleton 

and the customary cloak and hood, is staring at her with its typical grin. Please take a closer 

look at Picture 79-1 to appreciate the fine rendition of the skull. Health concerns are involved, 

as you have understood. 

Pictures 79-3 and 79-4 display a fellatio (rather ethereal, admittedly, but it’s there 

nonetheless). EPC (extra-pair copulation) prospects are material for advertisers. 
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XI 

 

This will be the last post I make on subliminal adverts taken from no more than fifteen 

papers and magazines dated March, April, and May 2015, fifteen items that will have provided 

the material for chapters I-XI. The number of cases will amount to 87. Although a few cases 

are taken from the same advert (one or several sex embeds shown first, then some embedded 

subliminal drawings in a second time), this will give you an idea of how generalized the 

subliminal phenomenon is in print advertising. To be sure, 87 cases from 15 issues makes more 

than 5 cases of subliminal advertising per issue, and as I have already said I could easily take 

more cases from these issues if I decided to present indiscriminately all the subliminals I found, 

which I did not want to do, in order not to overload my blog. 

From now on, I will extract material from other magazines’ issues, in search of the most 

exciting stuff. 

The following cases 80-7 are taken from: German weekly Der Spiegel dated April 11 

(Cases 80-2), Time magazine dated March 30 (Case 83), French weekly Le Point dated March 

12 (Case 84), French weekly Marianne dated March 20 (Cases 85-6), and finally Le Point again 

dated March 19 (Case 87). 

September 2015 
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Case 80 Union Invesment EXTRA-PAIR SEX 

The copy, in German, says “Why are socks always disappearing from the washing 

machine?” and we see a father and his son wondering at their finding only one sock from a pair 

among the washing. The copy further says that, although we cannot explain everything, at least 

having one’s savings at Union Investment (the investment branch of Deutsche Zentral-

Genossenschaftsbank) is a safe and transparent option, liable to no unpleasant surprise. I leave 

it to you whether this is a fine, clever advertisement so far as the preceding is concerned. 

What I am interested in is the subliminal gorilla sitting in the background behind the 

kid. He smiles at a woman reclining with her head on its bulging stomach. Both the gorilla and 

the woman seem to like each other very much. In fact, they just had sex. The woman is naked, 

the white skin of her shoulder or breast being apparent. Of course, she is the man’s wife, and 

the kid is her son. The man has a distinct moronic look about him, smiling as do morons; one 

would expect to see slobber drooling from the commissure of his lips. As to the son, I’m afraid 

his ears extend a bit far from the skull, like pinheads’ ears (although he is no pinhead). Quite 

striking, when one pays attention, is the size of his left forearm. As you can see, his left hand is 

leaning on the top of the washing machine, but there is something wrong with the perspective: 

it is hardly believable that this is his hand, because it means the forearm is unusually long. Now 

please recall that gorillas have very long forearms. This feature of the kid’s arm hints at the 

gorilla’s being the biological father… 

This is a most elaborate way of playing on the all-pervasive paternity uncertainty, a 

source of many ailments in our civilization, from pathological jealousy to domestic violence to 

refusal to commitment and single mothers (whose kids, it has been found, are more likely to 

become delinquents†). And it is no figment of the masculine imagination either, since child 

support agencies, which administer paternity tests on a daily basis, report a non-paternity rate 

(that is the number of children not sired by the men who believe to be the fathers) of 15 per cent 

(Robin Baker, Sperm Wars: The Science of Sex, 1996). The advert subliminally plays on that. 

It says: Don’t be a moron like the guy here, with the sock in his hands, and contract with Union 

Investment, or DZ Bank, or else your wife will know how to cuckold you. In other words, 

cuckolds do not rely on Union Investment for the management of their savings. 

Besides, it is likely that a cuckold will not care very much to save money for his kids if 

these are not really his, and a man who entertains such doubts will hesitate to save money for 

he knows not whose kids. So much so that one who does not save money for one’s kids may 

well be suspected of being a cuckold and of knowing it or surmising it. So the advert also asks: 

Are you a cuckold, or what? 

Finally, gorillas are animals where male dominance is particularly salient (see my 

remarks on Case 73). The advert implies, subliminally, that one will be cuckolded by a more 

dominant male, and that having one’s savings to Union Investment will prevent that by showing 

off one’s dominance, unlike the moron with the single sock in his hands. In other words, Union 

Investment is the dominants’ bank. 

As a postface, this dialogue from a famous play. “Hjalmar: I want to know if... your child 

has a right to live under my roof. Is Hedwig mine… or… Well? Gina: I don’t know.” (Ibsen, 

The Wild Duck) 
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†The correlation I mention between single mothers and delinquent offspring is no statement on 

causality. The correlation may be due to most single mothers’ being poor, and the primary cause 

monetary deprivation. I mention the correlation as a way to justify my speaking of “ailment” 

although many a single mother might object to the label, especially among women separated 

from wealthy businessmen and earning comfortable alimonies. 
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Case 81 Freistaat Thüringen SEX Again 

From the same advert as Case 40. In the same coppice where I outlined sex embeds, I 

presently delineate the interesting drawing of an erect penis attended by three… nymphs, 

represented as two faces on the right and an animal on the left. True to human anatomy, the 

testes are asymmetric. 
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Case 82 Peugeot SEX 

An advert for the French car manufacturer Peugeot. The copy is strictly insignificant 

although I doubt not some public relation men from the advertising milieu would easily extol 

its merits to a credulous public. What I want you to see is the penis ejaculating on the model’s 

face. The penis, namely the glans with a well-delineated coronal ridge, as well as the upper part 

of the shaft, are visible in the guise of sun beams. Part of the glans is covered by a brighter 

spark, which could represent semen flowing on the glans due to the peculiar position or 

movement of the penis during an earlier spurt. At the present moment, a fraction of second after 

that earlier spurt, another spurt is projected from the meatus toward the model’s cheek, or hair, 

on the left. The copy is now more meaningful. “Impress Yourself” by submitting young and 

beautiful girls to your sexual fantasies thanks to being the owner of a Peugeot car. Facial 

ejaculation is indicative of female subjection (cf. Hans J. Eysenck). 
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Case 83 Microsoft SEX 

An advert for Microsoft Cloud from the same campaign as “First Try, First Find” (pp. 2-

3). The green arrow ends in a cloud. The cloud shows a woman’s face. She has the arrow in her 

mouth and seems to enjoy it. If you think I am seeing imaginary things in clouds, please let me 

remind you that the cloud here is not a cloud in the sky but a cloud in an ad, and that’s a big 

difference. I can admit there is no God or gods sending intricate signals to us humans through 

clouds’ shapes, but the graphic designer of this ad is a human being like you and me – with that 

difference that he or she probably earns a lot more money, because the ad having being 

published in major papers and magazines around the world the campaign must have been 

immensely expensive, and the advertiser remunerated in consequence. 
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Case 84 Constance Hotels and Resorts SEX 

I don’t know if this one should be called subliminal at all, but I want to be sure you 

understand what is going on, because it comes from a respected newspaper and I know quite a 

few people who would blush to acknowledge their being exposed to that sort of junk. 

As to subliminals, maybe the cloud above the woman is a bit phallic, being erected 

contrary to the other clouds. And there’s an old man’s face grinning in the upper right corner, 

showing sarcastic approval and enjoyment. 

The lady is coming back from her bath in the sea toward the beach, where an attendant 

from the hotel is waiting with towels. How long has he been waiting? Is this really how 

employees attend to customers in Constance hotels and resorts? Is the customer offered a return 

to the old days of footmanship, when lackeys were at their master’s disposal night and day? Be 

that as it may, there is more to find in Constance hotels and resorts. The lady looks determinedly 

and eagerly at the local employee’s face. She wears a sort of nightdress, and that seems rather 

strange for sea bathing. As I can see no nuance in colors indicative of a bathing suit under that 

dress, and as the dress being white it has by necessity become transparent due to immersion in 

water, the lady is actually exhibiting herself to the employee facing her. In particular, her pubic 

hair must be conspicuous. Furthermore, if she is intent on using the towels, that will prove a 

futile exercise unless she removes the wet gown, that is, unless she undresses in front of the 

man. That the advert is coarse eroticism is not to deny. Why should it be called subliminal at 

all? It’s coarse, it’s vulgar, it’s in your face (not tongue in cheek), and it occurs while you may 

be under the fancy that you do your duty as a respectable member of the society by keeping 

informed of the news. 
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Case 85 Audi SEX 

Same ad as Case 5. I did not expatiate then on the copy “Less and the City,” which refers 

– tongue in cheek, as always – to the successful TV series “Sex and the City,” and I won’t here 

either. You already know that when I report copy as “tongue in cheek,” it means that it’s deadly 

serious. No, what I call your attention to presently is the fellatio performed to a spectacled man 

looking in your direction. It may be a portrait of the former president of Volkswagen’s 

directory, who resigned on September 23 (taking with him a golden parachute of 28 million 

euros) following the disclosure of a huge fraud involving 11 million cars of several marques of 

the group, including Audi, souped up with anti-antipollution test software (I’ve just seen his 

picture in the papers and I think our man here looks like him.) If Volkswagen’s lawyers now 

have the judicial proceedings go their own way, we will learn the top brass were utterly ignorant 

of what was happening, so that the fraud can only be the mischief of some crazed engineer, a 

minor one at that. And if, on the other hand, they do not have it their way, the economic 

consequences will be tremendous not only for the first car manufacturer in the world (providing 

their daily bread to 600,000 people) but for the world itself. 
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Case 86 Mgen SEX 

The model on the ad is a skier, a champion, people like him. Sport is so important 

because it boosts your testosterone. When your favorite player or team wins, you get a 

testosterone boost (Gad Saad, The Consuming Instinct, 2011). When it loses, you’ve really got 

to watch another match, or another sport, where another of your favorites can win again. It 

keeps you high. And it makes you buy. A little subliminal can do no harm either; that’s why 

the graphic designer embedded in the background a smiling woman’s face presented with a 

penis. 
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Case 87 Mettez Paris SEX 

Hunters, it is well known, are Nature’s best friends. The present ad, however, tells 

another story. It is a cheap ad for a dress business located in Paris. The business sells hunting 

attire. The picture shows a painting of the naive genre representing a hunter and a reindeer 

before a tree adorned with wild fowl, bird, and squirrel. The reindeer’s eye is wicked. The 

hunter’s left hand holds a branch of the tree; the part he is holding is quite dark, but further on 

the right the branch is silvery gray like steel, as if the hunter were not holding a branch but 

instead were brandishing a knife. And, astonishingly, the whole painting is smeared with a 

reddish-brown substance like dried blood. The ad, obviously, intends to appeal to bloodthirsty, 

brutish minds, violent people eager to indulge in butchering live bodies – the friends of Nature 

we were talking about. 
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XII 

Transmarginal Advertising 

 

For an explanation of the title “Transmarginal Advertising,” go to Complements, after Cases 

88-95 below. 

July 2016 
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Case 88 Tyrannosaurus Toyota 

An advert from the Italian weekly L’Espresso (October 1st, 2015). 

Is it possible to miss the ferocious look of the car, with its headlights designed as brutish 

eyes and the bumper as the mouth of a furious animal ready to attack? It seems possible, yes, 

because who would admit, even to themselves, that they buy a car that looks frightful – a car 

that takes one back to some fantasy prehistoric times when cavemen rode dinosaurs to raid on 

their enemies and exterminate them to the last man? 

Here you get an illustration to some scholarly conclusions I find thus expressed: 

It is well-known that staring eyes can elicit fear in humans and other nonhuman species (Eibl-

Eibesfeldt 1989; Aiken 1998) because such patterns are associated with ambushing predators 

and aggressive conspecifics (Coss 2003). Eyespots are exploited by certain organisms to ward 

off potential predators and sometimes they are even present in art, architecture, and design (Joye 

2007). For example, some car brands seem to tap into these arousing effects by designing 

vehicles whose headlights are similar to frowning and threatening ‘eyes’, which can give them 

a conspicuously aggressive look (Coss 2003; Joye 2007). Recent research by Aggarwal and 

McGill (2007) indeed confirms that car fronts are perceived as face-like and can express 

different types of emotions.” 

“Evolutionary Store Atmospherics” – Designing with Evolution in Mind, Yannick Joye, 

Karolien Poels, and Kim Willems, in Evolutionary Psychology in the Business Sciences, G. Saad 

ed., 2011 

The “seem” in the next to last sentence (“some car brands seem to tap”) is superfluous: they do 

tap into these effects. 

In the last sentence the authors cite some research that tends to show people are 

conscious of their perception of car fronts as being face-like. No doubt you can, in a psychology 

lab, draw the attention of people on the fact, but I suggest the perception is not conscious during 

purchase decision, for a man who would acknowledge he is buying a car because of its 

threatening and aggressive look would by the same token admit to himself either that he needs 

to compensate for some deficiencies in his life or that he is a public danger. Besides, if the same 

man is conscious of the ferocious look of his car, then certainly he can reflect that others will 

be conscious of it too and that they may make inferences from his choice of such a car to the 

kind of man he is, namely a man in need of compensation for deficiencies or an outright 

antisocial person, or both. Therefore, I think the ferocious aspect of the car as pictured in the 

advert remains largely subliminal. If perceived at conscious level, it will be explained away as 

unintentional, when in reality it is his sick mind manufacturers and advertisers are tapping. 
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Case 89 El Corte Inglès SEX 

Cases 89 to 92 are taken from the Spanish magazine ¡Hola! (September 30, 2015). 

El Corte Inglès is a local store chain. On this ad you only see a model leaning against 

the frame of what seems to be a huge mirror. Or maybe it’s just an empty frame because no 

reflection is to be seen; instead, it’s the same whitish, empty wall inside and outside the frame. 

And the model is leaning against it. The copy, in Spanish, says “Inspiras otoño,” “inspire 

autumn.” The local store chain advertises its autumn fashion collection. 

Yet this is not all. The back of the model’s left hand is in contact with some gilded 

pattern of the frame. This adornment is an erect penis, of which I have outlined the testes, the 

shaft, and the glans (picture 89-3). What would make you overlook that it is an erect penis is 

not only the downward direction of the penis but also the somewhat warped proportions of the 

shaft and glans. No matter how realistic the curvature of the shaft, it tapers at the junction with 

the glans, which makes the latter look extremely big. The model is caressing it with the back of 

her hand. Moreover, the index finger is pointing to the model’s mouth, which may be telling 

you she is intent on putting the penis in her mouth. 
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Case 90 Jo Malone (London) SEX 

The copy says that the combination of mimosa and cardamom is “sensual, warm and 

enveloping.” Fine. Now, strangely, part of the tablecloth is hooked to, I don’t know for sure, 

either a branch of mimosa or the model’s ankle just behind it (more likely the branch, however). 

This, in my opinion, is completely crazy. How could the advertisers overlook such a blunder? 

Couldn’t they just disentangle the tablecloth from the plant or the model’s ankle bracelet before 

taking the picture? How much were these incompetent fools paid for the shot? 

Yet, when you look more carefully at the tablecloth, you see that the fold it is making 

due to its entanglement with the mimosa looks like an erect penis. It’s not that they needed the 

hooking to make the fold, because most of the picture seems to have been airbrushed and they 

could have airbrushed any type of fold they wanted, but they needed a dissonant element to 

draw your subconscious attention to the subliminal sexual depiction. From the tip of the penis, 

sperm, drawn as white irregular blots, is spurting (sluggishly). This ejaculation happens on the 

same spot where the copy’s word “sensual” is written. 

Further on the right of the penis, you can see a spectral face on the cloth. The model 

herself has something eerie about her. She may be described, except for the closed mouth, as 

been completely thoughtless and emotionless, as if zombified. 
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Case 91 Travelkids SEX 

Travelkids organizes travels and sojourns “for the family.” Yet, in case you would find 

it a bit trite, they suggest you may find more excitement than just that. I am not talking about 

the meeting with Santa Claus, which is the copy line, but of the subliminal embed in the 

background. A woman is laid with two men. One man is lying beneath her; you can see his 

face, looking at you, between her right thigh and her right breast. The other man’s face is against 

her face. I have also outlined what seem to be a stretched arm and a hand resting on the woman’s 

head, hinting at the possible presence of a third man. The man beneath the woman is penetrating 

her in the anus (picture 91-3). The vaginal slit may be stuffed with a penis too, if you look 

carefully, but I have not outlined this because I’m not so sure there. 
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Case 92 Rabat (Barcelona Madrid Valencia) SEX 

The bust shows almost only naked parts, uncovered skin. The pattern of the few 

centimeters of dress that you can see looks like spermatozoa. 

Under the model’s eyes, in the shady area, have been embedded a couple of SEXes 

which I leave to you to spot. 

What I have concentrated on is the subliminal presence, in the background, of a woman 

wearing only a dark shirt or blouse wide open on her naked breast. The blouse has fallen down 

her shoulders, slightly, so the shoulders too are largely uncovered. Her left hand is on her 

vagina. The inclination of the head hints at a moment of abandon. That subliminal woman is 

masturbating. 
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Case 93 Gucci SEX 

Cases 93 to 95 are from Cosmopolitan UK Edition, October 2015. 

On the left page of this two-page advert for perfume, you can see, beside the name of 

the brand and the copy (“Underneath it all she wears Gucci Bamboo” – this by itself is eroticism, 

isn’t it?), a Japanese-like ink print, complete with birds in bamboo trees and grass by a river. 

The river stream and grass stand for a moist, oozing vaginal slit with pubic hair. 

The model on the right page, wearing a risqué evening dress, is looking at you intensely. 

You too are on the picture, mind you, because albeit you may think the shadow on the wall is 

hers, whose shadow is it that is on her? There is only one shadow and that’s the shadow of a 

man with erect penis (outlined on picture 93-2). This is whom the woman is looking at. 
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Case 94 Pantene SEX 

Are words necessary? I don’t know how to tell you, but there’s not even a façade of 

propriety in your world. You talk like a person of worth and dignity, and yet that’s the kind of 

stuff your guests will find in your living room, on the sofa or under the coffee table – depictions 

of fellatio. 

Please take a look back at what I wrote on Case 72, where I already discussed the “blow 

dry” copy. The present advert confirms that I am right. For, yes, it’s a fellatio that you’re seeing 

just now. And it’s a fellatio that was intended, with that hairdryer and that wide-open mouth. 

Had it not been intended, there would have been some guy in the staff telling the others: 

“Shouldn’t we do something to make the picture look less like a fellatio?” And someone would 

have replied: “Oh yes, it’s true some people will think of a fellatio! Let’s do something about 

it.” No, they wanted it that way. 
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Case 95 Fiat SEX 

A female hand is about to apply lipstick to a car rear light. Because, as the copy goes, 

the rear light is as glossy as lipstick. On the other hand, the stick is about to penetrate the dark 

space between the red glossy “lining” of the rear light. Another sexual representation. 

Why do women put on lipstick in the first place? According to evolutionary 

psychologists, it’s a way to simulate sexual arousal, since her lips tend to redden and shine 

when a woman is aroused; such a state of arousal being in its turn sexually arousing for men, 

lipstick makes women more attractive. It’s like swollen genitals during estrus among certain 

primate species. Among species with visible estrus, a female can take no rest at these periods 

because all males want to copulate with her, and even if she’s monopolized by one dominant 

male he won’t stop copulating with her, in case she would be inseminated by another male 

despite his vigilance (and he wants to counter the other male’s semen with his own: this is called 

sperm competition, see my Science of Sex). 

In echo with Case 88 (Tyrannosaurus Toyota), even though the ad is obviously aimed 

at women, its copy intends to be alluring to aggressiveness: “The Icon Reloaded. Change the 

Fiat 500? That’s crazy talk. So we set out to subtly style-up the little beauty. Take a look at the 

red hot halo-style rear lights with body coloured inserts. Just one of many ferociously 

fashionable (author’s emphasis) touches that make the new Fiat 500 even glossier. Shine baby, 

shine.” Being fashionable is not enough, one must be “ferociously” fashionable. Many a 

psychologist (even among evolutionary psychologists) will tell you women are not 

aggressive… They don’t live in the same world as us, seemingly. Women are aggressive and 

when they mean business they know how to use men as weapons. 

“Icon” can apply both to the car and the customer, that is, the female ad viewer. If the 

latter needs “reloading,” and that can mean something very organic such as vagina-loading (this 

is consistent with the whole seduction line of the ad), she may reach out for the car. 
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Complements 

Have I the right to make use of all these adverts without asking permission? I have read 

several scholarly books dealing (more or less competently) with advertising, and they all thank 

the companies for their kind permission to let them use their material. 

On one occasion, when Kentucky Fried Chicken faced a viral campaign on the Web 

because of a racist ad, first they hinted ominously at unpermitted use of their advert by the 

people who launched the campaign. Then they pulled the ad like good boys. 

Still, I find it would be strange that the companies that otherwise pay for an 

advertisement to be made for one of their products and also pay for that advert to appear in 

various media, object to another medium showing the same material without asking money for 

it. To be sure, I take the liberty of making comments on that material, which the other media 

never do (they take the money and shut up – that’s what they call informing the public). This is 

why I add here the following excerpt from Eric McLuhan’s introduction to the 2014 edition of 

Marshall McLuhan’s book Culture Is Our Business (1970): 

Many have wondered at the lack of acknowledged permissions for using the ads in both books 

[The Mechanical Bride and Culture Is Our Business]. The reason is that permissions were 

unnecessary: the ads were available for free. Editors at Vanguard had found a curious legal 

fiction. Advertisers were being given huge tax breaks on the grounds that they were engaged in 

a sort of educational enterprise, “educating the public” about products so that it might better 

make informed choices. The upshot is that anyone can make use of the (government-supported) 

ads for free providing they were not being used as ads, but as educational materials, for educative 

purposes. Needless to say, the agencies were reluctant to let these matters become known to the 

public. 

And, on behalf of advertisers, thank you for the tax breaks. 

Whether this legal provision applies to my case or not, I haven’t the slightest clue (under 

which jurisdiction lies this blog is unknown to me), but I guess that if multinationals want to 

crush me or anyone, they have the means. But I, on my side, have nothing to lose. (They perhaps 

have the means to buy me, as an alternative, who knows?) 

I’ve got nothing to lose and besides I’m not alone; there is at least one living dead with 

me, namely Aldous Huxley, whose Brave New World Revisited (1958), written some 25 years 

after Brave New World, I urge you to read, especially, regarding the present topic, its chapter IX 

“Subconscious Persuasion,” which I quote: 

Poetzl was one of the portents which, when writing Brave New World, I somehow overlooked. 

There is no reference in my fable to subliminal projection. It is a mistake of omission which, if 

I were to rewrite the book today, I should most certainly correct. 

Last but not least, a quote from William James on his views about the “transmarginal 

field of consciousness,” in The Varieties of Religious Experience (1902): 

Such rapid abolition of ancient impulses and propensities [by religious conversion] reminds us 

so strongly of what has been observed as the result of hypnotic suggestion that it is difficult not 

to believe that subliminal influences play the decisive part in these abrupt changes of heart, just 

as they do in hypnotism. Suggestive therapeutics abound in records of cure, after a few sittings, 

of inveterate bad habits with which the patient, left to ordinary moral and physical influences, 

had struggled in vain. Both drunkenness and sexual vice have been cured in this way, action 
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through the subliminal seeming thus in many individuals to have the prerogative of inducing 

relatively stable change (author’s emphasis). If the grace of God miraculously operates, it 

probably operates through the subliminal door, then. 

and 

Incursions from beyond the transmarginal region have a peculiar power to increase conviction.” 

And the money-grubbers would deem it below their dignity to make use of such a powerful tool 

at their disposal? 
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XIII 

The Merguez Undergloss (I Can’t Stand It) 

 

In chapter XII, I pictured myself as a man engaged in a lonely struggle attempting to 

expose subliminal practices in advertising. The truth is that it is far from being the case, as a 

brief search on YouTube can convince anyone that the topic is very hot. Scores of videos, 

viewed by hundreds of thousands, even millions of people, just do the same as I do. Yet the 

advertising industry and media carry on their business unconcerned. 

To be sure, many of these videos seem to circulate chiefly in certain networks 

preoccupied with the power of an agency they call the Illuminati. I understand that these 

Illuminati would be some organization inside the freemasonry, the top managers of the whole 

business, so to speak, apparently having (according to some) direct communication with Satan, 

which plans they intend to fulfill on this earth. Subliminal techniques, in this peculiar view, 

would serve Illuminati’s goal of world domination. 

That some die-hard Christians, faced with the secularization of our societies and cultures 

(perhaps a sham, this secularization, in fact), are apt to explain things in terms of spiteful, 

inimical agencies – and the Devil himself – is hardly a surprise. That they are, on the other 

hand, if not the only ones, at least the most active and successful (counting the number of 

viewers of their videos) in exposing subliminal techniques, and thus in contributing to the 

knowing of our times, in short that they proved to be the spearhead of the movement toward 

the truth, even if it be only in that field, must be a little shocking for die-hard secularists. 

Advertisers are like conjurers. If you knew the conjurer’s tricks, you wouldn’t go to his 

show. Likewise, if you knew how advertising worked, advertising would fail to achieve its goal, 

which is to influence behavior. That such is its goal is somewhat concealed by our society, its 

laws and law courts’ calling it “commercial information” notwithstanding the fact that such 

“information” is always aiming at the consumer’s purchase in the economic interest of the 

“informant.” Given this goal – suggestion –, advertising must remain undiscussed and 

unexamined if it ought to be efficient. Democracy has proved often enough over time that it can 

accommodate to complete lack of transparency in numerous matters; yet, on the plane of 

principles, both concepts – democracy and opacity – undermine each other, so how one 

reconciles the status of advertising with our national constitutions is a problem that so far has 

remained unresolved. 

August 2016 
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Case 96 Boodles SEX 

Cases 96 & 97 are taken from Vanity Fair n° 672, August 2016 (English edition: “Vanity 

Fair is published by the Condé Nast Publications Ltd., Vogue House, Hanover Square, 

London,” p. 26). 

The picture shows a woman’s face looking at the viewer. Albeit the model’s chin seems 

to rest on her left hand, not a single flesh fold one would expect from the pressure of the palm 

on the fatty parts of the chin can be seen. Evidently, the picture is a montage. Perhaps the hand 

doesn’t even to the same model. 

Now, if you take a closer look at the area where the hand is supposed to be in contact 

with the chin, the feeling arising is actually that of distance rather than contact. It seems that 

the graphic designer made no effort to create an illusion of contact, and that he wanted to tell 

us a quite different story than that of a chin resting on a hand, which a quick glance at the advert 

first suggests Gestalt-wise. 

The model wears a cream-colored jersey. The fabric’s fold on the shoulder is extremely 

peculiar; I can’t figure out how the jersey could become so folded, unless it has been very poorly 

cut… or the fold designed to that effect for the ad. So let’s take a closer look at this fold. I have 

outlined nothing in the picture because I think the effect is obvious. The hand, seemingly used 

to support the model’s chin, is in fact clenching an object that protrudes from it, on its right, 

and is suggested by a double fabric fold. This object is no other than a penis. It is a still flaccid 

or half flaccid penis curving downward, and the hand masturbates it, making it bob to and fro 

because of its not being quite stiff yet. 

Furthermore, the two folds delineating the penis can be connected to a third one further 

on the left, the resulting compound making a stylized vulva. 
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Case 97 Creed SEX 

Picture 97-1 is taken from a two-page ad for the new Creed woman perfume Aventus 

For Her, of which it is the first page, showing only the “classic” Aventus perfume for men. We 

see the perfume bottle salient on a marble-like whitish background and some greenery probably 

representing the fragrances involved and which I identify as blackcurrants, mint, and licorice. 

The licorice stick is leaning against the bottle top. Its tip is reminiscent of a penis, which I have 

outlined in red. 

The curvature is suggestive and, although the stalk somewhat tapers toward the tip, the 

glans neatly partitions from the shaft thanks to a visible ridge. The texture of the stick provides 

veins on the shaft (I outlined one) as well as finer creases around the frenulum (a few being 

outlined). 

I suggest this penis-like object is in fact a clitoris. Just above the point where the meatus 

would be, lies a dark area given to construe as the shadow of one of the mint leaves. The whole 

display of shadows looks messy and not quite according to the laws of optics. This particular 

shadow delineates a pool, that is, an ejaculate pool. Its smoky aspect could also represent some 

sprayed substance, a cloud of fine moisture particles emanated from the clitoris due to arousal. 

In short, the arrangement suggests to you the effect that Aventus perfume will have on women: 

it will arouse them and make them wet and receptive and consenting to any sexual proposition. 
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Case 98 L’Oréal SEX 

Cases 98-102 are taken from the American magazine Glamour, August 2016. 

The present ad for L’Oréal “Infallible Pro-Glow” is endorsed by Ethiopian model and 

actress Liya Kebede, whose name appears on the bottom left of the upper picture, for those, like 

me, who did not know the model. Not that the name was known to me either, but I was made 

aware in that way that she was a celebrity. Mentioning the name might betray that the celebrity 

in question is not so famous, after all – or does it mean that it was thought she would be 

impossible to recognize in the ad due to massive airbrushing of the picture? 

I don’t know what the apparatus on the left of the upper picture is; it looks like some 

hairdresser’s or gymnastics equipment. On another plane, it looks like a human skull looking 

at the model, with the chrome parts drawing the jaws and mouth. 

The model is looking at the viewer. Among the intricate patterns of the left ear (the 

model’s right ear) a fellatio has been embedded, which I have outlined in white. Next to the 

model’s temple appears a penis – shaft, glans, and meatus visible. Its impressive size can be 

measured by comparing it with the human face drawn beside it, the mouth of which being 

entirely concealed by the glans. The performer of the fellatio must be currently licking the shaft. 

(ii) 

Nathan (see p. 271) emailed me: “I think the model in the L’Oreal ad is holding an 

American football helmet.” I thank him for that; as a man raised and living in Europe, an 

American football helmet is not something that would come to my mind. Yet I am sure in real 

life a snow-white football helmet is an oddity, so the advertisers may well have meant to carry 

the idea of a skull. 
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Case 99 Johnson & Johnson’s Aveeno SEX 

Another case of celebrity endorsement, this time for Johnson & Johnson’s Aveeno daily 

scrub and daily moisturizer (to be used together). (For theoretical considerations on celebrity 

endorsement, see Case 39.) 

Contrary to Case 98 with actress Liya Kebede, the celebrity here is not named. She’s 

the American actress Jennifer Aniston. I guess she’s more expensive a model than her colleague 

Liya, whose name must appear on the ads. 

At the bottom right of the ad, a string bean (French bean) is leaning against the 

moisturizer bottle. Two beans are out of their pod. The whole thing is a naïve (I mean the 

pictorial genre) representation of an erect penis. I don’t need to outline anything; it’s as plain 

as the nose on your face. The pointed tip may hint, if you like, at a condom. 

 

 

99-1 
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Case 100 Chanel Eau Tendre SEX 

In this picture there is wind, but looking carefully you will find that it is impossible to 

tell from which direction the wind blows. If you look at the cap of the perfume bottle, blown 

away from it, and at the model’s dress, the wind blows from behind her back. If, on the other 

hand, you look at the model’s hair and shawl, the wind blows from left to right. The apparent 

inconsistency, likely to be missed on conscious level by many viewers, suggests a maelstrom 

of sensations; surely this is something of the sort the creators will tell you if you ask them what 

they mean with such multidirectional winds. 

Yet there is something else than just that. Salvador Dali has devoted a whole book, The 

Tragic Myth of Millet’s Angelus (in the original French Le Mythe tragique de l’Angélus de 

Millet), 1963, to Jean-François Millet’s painting L’Angélus, in which he explains among other 

things that the man’s hat is concealing an erection. Dali shows a cartoon in which a naked 

character can be seen in the same position as the man in the painting, holding a hat at the level 

of his genitals; when the character takes his hands off the hat because he needs them at once for 

another use, the hat does not fall and instead stays in the same position, so the viewer 

understands the hat is maintained by the character’s erect penis. Dali tells us that this subliminal 

erection (I don’t remember if he uses the word “subliminal”), together with the woman’s 

attitude, which he describes as mantis-like, was what spooked him as a child after he first saw 

this painting. 

In the advert here, the same technique may have been used (intentionally here, whether 

Millet’s effect was intentional or not). The dress would look as if it were blown forward by a 

powerful wind but, as the shawl and hair a few centimeters higher are blown in the opposite 

direction, it would not be wind but instead a powerful erection that elevates the dress in such a 

manner. The ad would thus appeal to women’s penis envy (Freud) by subliminally depicting a 

woman with a huge penis capable of mighty erections. 
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Case 101 Unilever’s Dove SEX 

Another case of celebrity endorsement. The personality endorsing the product is, I 

suppose, the woman seen in the ad and her name the one given under the quoted words, namely, 

Simona Di Dio. I searched for this name on the Web and found that no single Simona Di Dio 

can be deemed a celebrity but a few of them, if any, because I found one dancer (a belly dancer, 

actually), one poetess, one lawyer… As the ads talks of perspiration, I suppose our Simona here 

is the dancer. So much for celebrity endorsement. 

They were right anyway not to use a better-known personality for their ad, because they 

intended to have her tell a lie. The quote reads: “I didn’t know an antiperspirant could make my 

underarms softer and smoother.” Let’s ponder for a moment over how things happened. Did 

Simona, one day, buy Dove Advanced Care and became aware after using it that her underarms 

had become softer and smoother so she wanted to advertise the fact to the whole world and 

reached out to Unilever to that effect, or was Simona (if she exists at all) called by the 

advertising agency to appear in an ad under words alleged to be hers for cash payment? Well? 

In a way, the process is the same with all celebrity endorsements. The glitterati do not 

care a dime about the product they advertise (as long as it does not damage their image), they 

only care about the money they get from being associated with it. In most cases, however, it’s 

not so direct; if it’s an actor, for instance, who’s paid, he will play a little sketch in a TV spot 

or pose for a picture. Here, it is the celebrity’s own words that are supposedly quoted, and the 

name has the same function as a signature. 

Moreover, the copy reads as follows: “Dove Advanced Care goes way beyond 

protection. 9 out of 10 women agreed that it made their underarms soft and smooth.” Can 

Unilever prove it? Can they show the questionnaire, the answers given to it, the research 

protocols? Can they explain how the survey was carried out? Perhaps they can – why not? – 

but the material is their propriety and they won’t disclose it. Only courts of law could compel 

them to disclose their proprietary material, but on what ground? Figures without sources, it’s 

what advertising is all about. 
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Case 102 Chevrolet Malibu Suicide 

Where does “a complete 180 on the ordinary” (copy) drive you? According to this ad, 

it may well lead you to the brink of an abyss. 

Albeit “Drive Safely” is written on the license plate (in red letters), the Chevrolet Malibu 

stands on some perilous edge. If you look at the visible front wheel, you see a diagonal line 

running behind it in a slightly upward straight direction. Even though the white wall on the right 

of the car continues further toward the front, this line, beyond which nothing is to be seen 

(below the wheel and car) but a black space, a different space from that on which the car is now 

standing, indicates the end of the parking lot, or whatever that place is. The parking lot opens 

on a mountain scenery under bright sky. The feeling conveyed is that of height, the parking lot 

looks as if it were accessed through an opening in a mountain slope, and the line the car is about 

to cross if it advances just a little farther is the edge of a chasm. By escaping the ordinary, the 

advertisers thus seem to mean indulging one’s suicidal tendencies. 

That advertising would appeal to some Thanatos urges (death wish) in man comes as no 

surprise. That a car is a fitting object to make appeals of this kind goes without saying, given 

the death toll our societies are paying to their road networks. – Appealing to (and exacerbating) 

aggressiveness when selling cars, as the ad in Case 88 does, may be regarded as criminal, by 

the way, bearing this death toll in mind, because those who use their cars and see driving as an 

outlet to their aggressiveness are likely to provoke more accidents. If research proves this 

intuitive view wrong, and the counterintuitive view that these people have less accidents right, 

then I would be glad to be informed of it. 
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Complements 

Several ads in Glamour magazine are copyrighted (you can see the copyright symbol 

on Case 99’s picture, for instance). This is something I have found frequently in magazines’ 

American editions but much more infrequently, or even not at all, in other countries’ editions 

at my disposal. For instance, I do not find a single copyrighted ad in the Vanity Fair August 

issue, English edition, from which Cases 96 and 97 are taken. 

Does it betray a pettifogging spirit in American business law? Be that as it may, it looks 

like I’m infringing on legal rights by using copyrighted material (as in Case 99). All I can say 

for my defense is the nonlucrative, educational nature of my endeavor, and please go back to 

ch. XII: Complements, and to Eric McLuhan’s quote. It explains why, when writing The 

Mechanical Bride and Culture Is Our Business, Marshall McLuhan did not ask for permission 

before using several advertisements in these books, because his publisher found it was not 

necessary. If it was unnecessary in Canada only, or whatever the publisher’s country was 

(Marshall McLuhan being a Canadian, I assume his publisher was in Canada, but whatever the 

country is, it is only one country in any case), then the books still would have had to require 

permissions for sales outside that country, in other legal contexts, that is – a point on which Eric 

McLuhan does not say a word, which in turn leads me to assume, provisionally, that permission 

is unnecessary worldwide, no matter how strange that sounds (but remember we’re dealing with 

multinational companies on the one hand, internet on the other hand, and that nation states look 

a little irrelevant in this context). 

Yet it is astonishing that, in one and the same issue, some ads are copyrighted and others 

are not. Some companies copyright their ads and some don’t. I have no idea what is to be 

inferred from the practice, or its absence, but, still, here are the companies that copyright their 

ads and those that don’t in the Glamour issue for August 2016: 

Copyright: Maybelline LLC (4 ads), Levi Strauss & Co., Estée Lauder Inc. (2 ads), 

CliniqueLaboratoires LLC, L’Oréal USA Inc. (10 ads), Garnier LLC (7 ads), Johnson & 

Johnson Consumer Inc. (3 ads), Allergan (2 ads), Jockey International Inc., Unilever (2 ads), 

Kao USA Inc., Procter & Gamble (4 ads), Mondelez International Group, Simple (2 ads), Merck 

Sharp & Dohme B.V., Del Monte Foods Inc., GEICO, Otsuka America Pharmaceutical Inc., 

Kraft (2 ads, p. 121, p. 133), Bayer, Condé Nast (p. 135). 

No Copyright: Nordstrom, Condé Nast (pp. 6-7), Essie, Unilever (3 ads), Sunglass Hut, Buffalo 

David Bitton, AG Jeans, Chanel, Current/Elliot, Forever21, Paula’s Choice, Covergirl 

BeautyU, Arm & Hammer, Ogxbeauty, Kraft (p. 115), It’s A Ten Haircare, Chevrolet, 

Epicurious, Wet Brush, Hair Recipes. 

Though the un-copyrighted ads tend to be for minor brands, this is not always the case 

(Chanel, Chevrolet). Some companies or groups even have some of their ads copyrighted and 

others not, in the same issue (Condé Nast, Unilever, Kraft). 

August 2016 
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XIV 

From the Czech Republic with Junk 

 

Travel diaries from Aug. 24 to Aug. 28, 2016, Prague, Czech Republic. 
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Socialist Child-Sex Propaganda 

This poster I photographed at the Museum of Communism. I think the artist had a lot of 

fun, but apparently no one noticed. This is a piece of propaganda (or information, let me know) 

from Socialist Czechoslovakia, during the war of Korea, accusing the US of using 

bacteriological weapons. 

The group of children in the background drew my attention. The Negro boy, whose hand 

rests on the little blonde girl’s shoulder, is looking at her with a lecherous gaze. The Chinese 

girl plays at making sandcastles with a pail, while the blond boy kneeling behind her is holding 

her, arm stretched, by the shoulder, his face flushed and grinning. Looks like doggy-style sex! 

The penetration is concealed from the viewer by the dress of the grieved and indignant Korean 

woman. The third boy is looking at his comrade’s doing (not at the sandcastles game, mind) 

with evident enjoyment. 
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Pretend You Saw Nothing 

This Cubist fellatio can be admired at the National Gallery – Veletrzni Palac. The artist 

is Russian painter Aristarkh Lentulov (who in Soviet times became chairman of the Society of 

Moscow Artists), and this work from 1912 is called A Ballet Theme. 

If I be not the first to have noticed that peculiar detail in Lentulov’s masterpiece, yet 

nothing in the material environment of the gallery drew my attention to the explicit material I 

would encounter while looking at the painting (no mention like “this painting contains sexually 

oriented material that may be offensive to some people and not suitable for persons under the 

age of eighteen”). 
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Orgasm Guaranteed 

From your regular Czech women’s magazine (lifestyle, cooking, children…), this sex 

toy ad. ORGASMUS guaranteed. The future belongs to machines. 
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Complements 

“All our dishes are served with a beer,” according to the placard at the entrance. But in 

the end the beer is charged. Seeing the bill, you say to yourself: “What’s the use complaining? 

I should have made the point clear with the waiter from the start.” However, it’s not even sure, 

not even likely that you would have paid the expected CZK270 for the ordered schnitzel; there 

must have been a trick even there, the placard probably contained a heap of qualifications in 

tiny fonts at the bottom, and so, after being made aware of these by the waiter, you would have 

had to raise from your chair and leave the place to find another one, no doubt with the same 

placard… 

McDonald’s vs the Pettifoggers 

It’s just the same where I live. Most cafés and restaurants in Paris touristic 

arrondissements are managed by people who want to make the most of your pockets at the 

fastest rate: poor quality of the food, poor service, not enough space, insane prices… Many play 

music loud so you will feel like leaving as soon as you sit down. French cafés and restaurants 

see tourists as pigeons. Once I saw the following at a café near the Pantheon (allegedly a 

prestigious, safe place). Some Japanese tourists ordered food, the waiter asked them what they 

wanted to drink, they said tap water (for free) and they insisted to make him understand. He 

pretended not to understand and brought a water bottle that he had just opened. They had to pay 

for it. He even cursed them in French, to himself, but of course they understood that they were 

insulted and had to swallow their pride. 

Years ago, they said fast foods would never set foot in the country of gastronomy, i.e., 

France. More recently, they said Starbucks would never set foot in the country of cafés. Even 

more recently, I told my friends: “I’ve designed an advertising campaign for Pret A Manger – 

it says Pret A Manger: Soon in France,” and here they are, in the country of the baguette. The 

reason? People don’t care to go to nasty places where mean pettifoggers will treat them like 

dirt. When you come to Paris, let me recommend you three places where to eat and have a drink: 

McDonald’s, Starbucks, and Pret A Manger. 

We all know tourism has generated those shoddy service industries that cater to the 

“ideal” customer, the tourist, one who will never come back, one, thus, who will never 

complain, returning to their countries the next day, replaced by a new wave. French cafés and 

restaurants don’t care what you, tourists, think of their food or of the service, they don’t even 

give a dime for what you think of la France: they take your money and what you get for it you’d 

rather pay for not having it. And don’t ask for tap water, because although it is free on the paper 

of which laws are made, it will cost you the humiliation of your life. 

You may say guidebooks are here to help prevent such bad experiences. In theory, yes, 

but the addresses they will give you, if they’re good restaurants, then the chances are they will 

be full of people from all the offices around, in their workaday formal dress, whereas you will 

be dressed in tourist’s attire – casually – and you will soon feel that you look like morons. 

(ii) 

Nathan (the same as pp. 271 and 371) e-mailed me this: “I’m glad I live in a place with 

‘Southern Hospitality.’ I’ve been to about half the states, and there is a genuine kindness at the 

restaurants here in West Virginia. The only chance of bad service is at a fast-food place, but I 
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don’t eat at those anyway, and it seems very rare.” Which incited me to develop the subject a 

little. 

As far as I can remember, my experience with sales service in general in US is quite 

different from that in Europe: I have nothing to complain about in US. So it reminds me that, 

before I went to live in US (Boston, MA) for a year, an American girl on tour in England, Ann, 

told me, when I asked her if she had considered spending a couple of days in France, that she’d 

been told the French are “mean.” It made me smile at the time, but after my stay in US, with 

the very noticeable difference in service I had found, I wrote to her and told her she was right, 

the French are mean! 

This being said, the advantage of a fast-food restaurant is that you order your meal, it is 

put on a trail for you, and then you’re free as a bird. Whereas in a regular restaurant you depend 

on the waiter’s good will and/or skills all through the meal. If he forgets you (or pretends to 

forget you because he’s too busy with other customers), then you’ll have to make him notice 

you, and so on and so forth. So even better than fast-food restaurants in this respect are self-

service restaurants. 

There are many food courts in Boston. You’ll be surprised to know there is only one in 

the whole of Paris (two if we include the airport). As to the largest French cafeteria brand, 

named Flunch, they too only have one restaurant in Paris. This is ridiculous. Some are lobbying 

hard to save those darn cafés I was talking about, which I call pettifoggers, or hucksters, or just 

plain thieves. Service from people who talk back to you or scowl upon you or embarrass you 

in any way must clear the way to machines. And they will. 

By the way, I will see if I can find multinationals’ job figures by country. Then we’ll 

know which countries would be most impacted by automation. We may call Nike an American 

company, but I believe they employ more Chinese than Americans. If this is true, they may 

contribute a higher share to Chinese economic growth than to American growth and, on the 

other hand, the automation of Nike factories would impact Chinese work more than American 

work. (In the meantime, I have been looking for Nike job figures by country and did not find 

them. Hard task, it seems. Probably with some reason…) 

 

Art & the Organization Man 

From The Organization Man (1956) by William H. Foote: 

Profiles are also worked up for work in individual companies. At Sears, Roebuck there are charts 

that diagram the optimum balance of qualities required. Here is the one an executive values: 
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A man does not have to match this profile exactly, but it won’t help him at all if his line zigs 

where the chart zags. Take a man who scores considerably higher than the 10th percentile on 

aesthetic values, for example; such people, Sears notes, “accept artistic beauty and taste as a 

fundamental standard of life. This is not a factor which makes for executive success. … 

Generally, cultural considerations are not important to Sears executives, and there is evidence 

that such interests are detrimental to success.” 

There is much good sense in that view expressed by Sears because, as the best definition 

ever for culture, concise and elegant, goes, “culture is the learning of the leisure class” 

(economist Tibor Scitovsky), which means that the organization man is an overworked 

windbag. 

Interestingly, Whyte was already writing in the 1950s about those corporations that 

claimed they were willing to recruit people with literary (cultural) profile and training, yet never 

recruited them. I have heard this claim from today’s corporations repeated time and again – so 

nothing has changed and I guess the above diagram, with aesthetic taste seen as quite irrelevant, 

still holds for today’s organization man. 

And yet, “Wu cites a 1990 study that claimed that in the US about 20 to 30 per cent of 

the market in New York was due to corporate collecting, and outside the city about half.” (Julian 

Stallabrass, Art Incorporated, 2004) Contemporary art is a reminder – the reminder that people 

that work are poor devils. Half the market for contemporary art is made of corporate collecting: 

top executives adorning their offices with the excremental fantasies of slackers! Ask the 

connoisseur how much corporations pay artists for splashed mud and monochromes (remember, 

the organization men’s aesthetic acumen – his taste – approximates zero: see diagram) and 

compare with your own earnings! 

Possible consequences: “Recently, in the Netherlands, a middle-sized bank, i.e. the DSB 

Bank, came into serious financial trouble for this exact same reason. Only a couple of months 

before, the bank had bought art for tens of millions of euros, and received a loan from another 

bank in order to build a museum that was to be named after the DSB bank’s CEO. These 

prestigious undertakings were one of the reasons that the bank had no financial reserves left 

when business slowed down due to the financial crisis. As a result, in September 2009 the DSB 

Bank was declared bankrupt.” (A.P. Buunk et al., 2011) Bankrupted because of dabbling in art. 
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And then there is the advertising industry, packed with artists (renegades?) and so vital 

to the organization man’s economic interests…  
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XV 

From Dubai to the Planet Mars 

 

Travel diaries from 29 Aug to 2 Sep 2016, Dubai & Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. 

 

 

View from the Burj Khalilfa (555m) (By the author) 
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Vulgar Pillow Talk at the Radisson 

In my room at the Radisson Blu Hotel, this qibla sticker on a bedside table (pictures 

below). Part of the sticker’s rim was torn away, as if someone had attempted to remove the 

sticker from the table with his or her nails. 

On the same table a placard invites customers to specify their needs as to their pillows. 

A most gracious attention. But then it comes under the head “Pillow Talk,” a vulgar, tasteless 

double entendre. I say tasteless because on school playgrounds, when a pun is so self-speaking 

and flat, to make it is considered shamefully humorless. Taste is knowing not to make ludicrous 

double entendres, and that is what marketing people are badly lacking. A world in which 

marketing has become ubiquitous would be a suffocating quagmire of bad taste. 

As appears in the second picture, the qibla points toward “Pillow Talk.” Subliminal 

blasphemy! Again, in religious and sacred matters, taste implies not to utter (in any fashion) 

double entendres, associating sacredness with profanity. Carelessness is not congruent with 

taste nor with faith, and it should be sanctioned, for otherwise every wicked individual could 

cover and excuse his wickedness by carelessness. 

My friend X is wont to say, “A ban on bad taste is long overdue. By which I also mean 

banning the US from the world.” Truly, when one sees Emirati citizens, dressed in their 

dignified traditional dishdashas (males) and abayas (females), beside American tourists in tee-

shirts and shorts and thongs and herds, one’s taste is so shocked by the contrast that one is 

moved to call the American tourist an aesthetic pollution. 

A last word on my hotel room. Hotel Information said: “A copy of the Holy Quran is 

placed in all rooms.” I searched for my copy but could not find it (room 312). Perhaps the same 

person that tried to scratch the qibla sticker took the Quran away? 
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(I blackened the upper right part of the picture to conceal a reflection of light on the wood 

table. The sticker’s rim as it was can be seen on the next picture.) 
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Inside World’s Largest Mall 

The picture below is taken from the Dubai Mall Guide, which I picked up in the mall (it 

was not handed to me), and presents the Mall’s “courtesy policy.” The first sign asks customers 

to “wear respectful clothing,” and especially that “shoulders and knees should be covered.” The 

second sign shows a man and a woman holding hands, and the comment reads: “No kissing or 

overt display of affection in the mall.” 

It is only after leaving the mall, leafing through the guide afterward, that I was made 

aware of this courtesy policy, so I guess most tourists do not know these regulations more than 

I did when I first strolled through the mall. I came back the next day (to see the dancing 

fountains show) and tried to see whether these rules were followed. I did not carefully look at 

the clothes, in fact – but I am certain that most tourists wore shorts –, concentrating on couples’ 

behavior. I saw a couple (tourists or resident foreigners) holding hands, without being disturbed, 

and even another one (tourists or resident foreigners) holding each other by the waist, without 

being disturbed either. After that, I stopped focusing my attention on that point because I 

thought that was enough evidence that the courtesy rules were not applied. Yet I must say that 

I had expected to see more couples holding hands and that it took a little time to spot these two 

pairs, despite the large crowds. Moreover, the pair holding each other by the waist were walking 

at an unusually fast pace, as if these people were fearing some reaction; it may have been some 

kind of provocation on their part. 

Be that as it may, the text under the sign does not say that it is forbidden to hold hands, 

but that it is forbidden to “kiss” and “overtly display one’s affection,” whatever the latter might 

mean. The sign with the pair holding hands may be merely a kind of graphic euphemism, a mild 

way to represent what is not allowed, but the gesture thus represented may be per se not 

prohibited. This interpretation may sound farfetched, yet if one bans pornography one will not 

publish this policy by showing hardcore sex in a TV screen, even crossed by a red line, will 

they? 
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(Part of the picture is blackened to conceal a reflection of light.) 

 

* 
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From the Dubai Mall Guide, on page “Fashion – Children,” I found these boutiques, among 

others: Armani Junior, Burberry Children, Cacharel–Kidspace, Dolce & Gabbana Kids, Gucci 

Kids, Monsoon Kids, Ralph Lauren Kids, River Island Kids, Roberto Cavalli Junior, Tommy 

Hilfiger Kids… Ah, you thought you could make do with dressing your children with Petit 

Bateau, but it’s over! (Anyway, for the Petit Bateau boutique, it’s 2d floor, F6.) 

* 

On page “Fashion – Arabic,” these boutiques with good old Arab names: Bon Chic, L’Amour, 

Les Foulards, Monte Bianco… 

* 

First floor, K6, “multi-brand fashion and lifestyle stores based in Dubai,” the brand S*UCE (tel 

quel!) – a name that French tourists are not likely to forget. 
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Subject Chewing Gum 

In Dubai I realized chewing gum is a nonsubject for Western media and politics. This 

little sign from Dubai metro can teach us a lot about the meanders of international trade. For I 

made an internet search and found that such a policy was first adopted in Singapore in order to 

prevent the defacements and damages committed by gum-chewers sticking their gummy refuse 

anywhere they find convenient. To that effect, Singapore even prohibited gum import. But that 

was overlooking the US’s stand on the matter, for which chewing gum remains as vital an 

export good as it is strategic. Under their pressure Singapore had to accept a compromise, 

according to which the country accepts to import… therapeutic chewing gum. And so it is that 

now Singapore physicians are entitled to prescribe chewing gum to their patients. 

What Singapore got in exchange, I do not know, but I am in favor of banning chewing 

gum, which makes extremely costly waste, in France too, if only to compel the US to negotiate 

on a sounder basis with us. 
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Emirates Mars Mission 

Excerpts from Mission to Mars: The Emirates Mars Mission and Mars Hope (2015), copyright 

by The Executive Office of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. 

“The behaviour of water in Mars’ highly volatile desert environment is of particular interest to 

the UAE as a desert nation.” 

“Today, almost all of our understanding of climate comes from scientific studies of the 

atmosphere here on Earth. Mars is a valuable laboratory for atmosphere science because 

conditions there are very different. The insights and data we gain from understanding the 

Martian climate will add new dimensions to human knowledge about how atmospheres work.” 

“Recent research has found evidence of human habitation as long as 125,000 years ago [in the 

peninsula] and it is now believed that modern humans moved out of Africa to the rest of the 

world through Arabia. … These early humans would likely have inhabited – and travelled 

through – an Arabian peninsula that was cooler and wetter than it is now, with a land bridge 

linking Arabia and Africa through modern-day Yemen.” 

“An enormous amount of work is taking place to coordinate and foster cooperation between the 

world’s leading space capable nations, and the UAE’s membership of the International Space 

Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG) is part of that work.” (p. 65) Yet on the ISECG’s 

website the membership list (as of 2016: 14 space agencies) does not include the UAE. UAE’s 

agency must have associate member status or something like that. 

And, from a poem by Sheikh Al Maktoum, this elegant testimony of the Sheikh’s social 

Darwinism: “This ever-spinning universe cannot stand still / or look back at those slipping 

behind. / It has always been so impelled, / positive energy being the source of its life.” (There 

exists a collection of Sheikh Al Maktoum’s poetry translated into English, which preface is by 

Paulo Coelho. When I bought Mission to Mars at Kinokuniya bookshop, Dubai Mall, one of 

Coelho’s books was on display by the cashier’s desk.) 
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XVI 

My Life in Subliminals 

 

When one comes to the ultra-modern profession of advertising, responded Schliemann, – the 

science of persuading people to buy what they do not want, – he is in the very center of the 

ghastly charnel-house of capitalist destructiveness, and he scarcely knows which of a dozen 

horrors to point out first. 

Upton Sinclair, The Jungle, 1906 

Today’s superstars [superstar companies] are using modern science to push advertising into 

areas that have not been tried before, raising difficult ethical questions about what “free choice” 

means in a capitalist economy. 

The Economist, September 17th-23rd 2016 

What these “areas that have not been tried before” are, is not to be gathered, however, 

from that issue of The Economist. They seem to discover advertising only today, more than a 

hundred years after Upton Sinclair talked of it as “the very center of the ghastly charnel-house 

of capitalist destructiveness.” Still, it is with this admission – by a fierce mouthpiece of 

capitalism – of the reality of some strange “science” at the service of advertising, “raising 

difficult ethical questions…in a capitalist economy,” that we are proud to introduce our new 

cases of subliminal junk. 

Cases 103-108 are taken from Harvard Business Review, September 2016. 

October 2016 
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Case 103 BASF Bestiality 

The model, a swarthy, scruffy, unshaven man seems to come out of a film on the 

Mexican Revolution. After having conquered tierra y libertad, he now enjoys the fruits of his 

labor on a land of his own, gazing with touching emotion at gorgeous, sweet peppers he holds 

in his hands – his own peppers. 

A table is set on the left side of the advert, with a salad bowl and a glass of what looks 

more like grenadine syrup than wine. After seeing this ad, for one thing BASF poisons will be 

associated in your mind with luxurious green goods, and poor but dignified campesinos. 

Then there is a subliminal embed in the glass of grenadine, which I have outlined. A 

naked woman is sitting on her knees. Her head is tilting back as a big dog sniffs her pussy; she 

expects him to lick her genitals. As the dog wears a necklace, it is probably her own pet dog, 

which she acquired to satisfy her lust in this way. This is bestiality. 
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Case 104 Stanford Business School of SEX 

This one for a top Ivy League university, and more specifically for its executive 

education department. The main character in the show, the man on the right, has a somewhat 

disheveled and thoroughly scruffy look about him – the very look that is abhorrent to all 

corporate organizations throughout the world. This, however, is good selling pitch, meaning: 

Take a break from the horrendous monotonousness of your dreary corporate life by enrolling 

to our program and be for a couple of days, or weeks, the bum you dream to be. 

But the ad promises more than that. On picture 104-2 I have drawn a straight line to 

show what the man is looking at, namely the woman’s breast. Looking at her breast and 

grasping invisible objects in the air… First watch, then touch; he already has his hands in 

position, all it takes now is a 90-degree turn. 

The woman is smiling at him, encouragingly. Besides, she could not escape his grasping 

if she wanted, because she is manacled. Her hands are tied together exactly like manacled hands, 

and her watch wrist provides the clear suggestion of manacles. 

The man is thinking so hard about sexual acts with the woman that he is projecting laser 

penises from his brain (picture 104-2). One is just leaving his skull. A second one, very bright, 

is bolting toward her face. Below that one, a third penis, very fat, is about to reach her on the 

nose, where she will have to handle it to her mouth, I guess. 

The third character is the loser you do not want to be. If you look carefully, he seems 

quite depressed. At first glance, you may think he is looking at and listening to the other guy, 

but in fact he just stares into space, brewing over the failure of his life. To the very hardcore 

sex action that is going to take place he will remain spectator merely; he is so much of a loser 

that he cannot even have enough spite to be willing to prevent it. As he sits quite close to the 

woman, she may be his girlfriend; but his luck with her is over. You can’t be a loser and keep 

your sweetheart when the Stanford boy comes in. 
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Case 105 Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science of SEX 

The copy reads: “What did one doctor discover during the Ebola crisis? Herself.” And 

she is looking fondly at one of the above men’s bum. You see her looking at the top of the 

world, at the stars, you say she is a mature woman with dreams (read greedy ambition) 

determined to fulfill them and become one of the worthies of this world. Which amounts – 

follow the straight line I draw – to finding a man with nicely-shaped buttocks. She looks at the 

only one whose presence is primarily marked by his conspicuous buttocks. And if you enroll at 

Rosalind, this is precisely what you will find at last. They promise. If you are already married, 

then you will find the man with whom to cuckold your husband at last. Promised. 
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Case 106 Harvard Business School of Hot SEX 

“Great leaders never stop evolving.” I would never have imagined that great leaders 

look like that. The man on the left is just ridiculous, with half-cooked Chinese noodles dangling 

from his hand. The man in the middle is a juggler: there is a small cake in equilibrium on top 

of his coffee cup. Jugglery is the specialty of circus clowns and was formerly that of court 

jesters and buffoons. The lady is actually running: only the tip of her right foot touches the 

ground, perhaps it does not even touch it – a movement she could not make if she were walking 

(the other foot has been cropped out of the picture so you can imagine it does not touch the 

ground either). Her overcoat almost seems to have fallen from her right shoulder (you need to 

look at it with attention to find out that both her shoulders are still covered), it does not cover 

the right side of her chest, and anyway she looks quite unkempt. Her right hand lies on a jacket 

button, which she may be opening, in the process of taking off the jacket. Her eyes are closed 

and she smiles, her face turned in the men’s direction. She is in a state of sexual arousal or even 

in an act of solitary sex. Expecting more (in her never-ending evolving), she is running in her 

haste to reach the place of the three’s sexual rendezvous, and such is her lustful haste that she 

is undressing while running. Harvard Business School: last chance of hot sex for desperate 

cases. 
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Case 107 Laugh & Suck 

A funny cartoon, and it is signed SUCK. 

 

 

107 
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Case 108 Bottega Veneta SEX 

And a nice SEX embedding for good measure. I show you the spot in 108-2 but I find the 

embeds even more apparent when the picture is looked at as a whole; that is, once you know 

the embedding spot from 108-2, you’ll see the embed in 108-1 all right. 
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Complements: My Life in Subliminals 

Subliminals have been a major influence on my musical tastes. The first cassette tape I 

bought in my life was an album by band INXS, after seeing their clip Need You Tonight (1987) 

a couple of times on TV. Then, the first laser disc I bought was an album by band Simply Red, 

after seeing a couple of times on TV their clip Something Got Me Started (1991). Both were 

successful bands in my teens. Retrieving their clips on YouTube recently, I found the following. 

Need You Tonight 

The singer's leather jacket, near the zipper, on the chest, sports the letters SEX, in 

chrome or something like that, vertically. The “embed” is not particularly hard to detect, and if 

I remember well I had detected it before buying the album. Even though, among the various 

subliminal techniques used in the film The Exorcist (1973), exposed by Wilson Bryan Key in 

Media Sexploitation (1976), there are flash images of a ghastly face; as the filmmakers 

themselves explained, some people see these images consciously, others do not (in this way 

they intended to dismiss the idea that the technique is subliminal). It could be the same with the 

SEX here. If you’re not really watching the clip but rather listening to it while doing something 

else (as occurs with TV viewing, which is often done together with another activity), the letters 

on the jacket may escape your conscious attention. Be that as it may, let’s say the SEX on the 

jacket is not subliminal at all but obvious. This is still a case of using the written word as a way 

to “sex up” the show. As it seems, it is hot to sport the word SEX on one’s jacket. Or is it cool, 

rather? 

To see if that would elicit reaction, I dropped a comment on YouTube in the form of a 

question: “Is it the word SEX I read on his jacket?” No reaction so far. I hope I haven’t spoilt 

the fans’ pleasure with an indiscreet remark. 

Something Got Me Started 

From 2:20 to 2:34 (instrumental part) one hears a faint female voice speaking in the 

background. However, what that voice says is not to be got at all. Here is the best example I 

have found so far of a subliminal technique in music/on TV: the voice can be heard, by attentive 

listeners, but the words never. And I bought the disc. The sequence occurs after a female voice 

has whispered “I really love you,” to which the singer reacts with an “Ooooh” of arousal. Both 

songs, by the way, make supraliminal use of whispers (“Come over here” at the beginning of 

Need You Tonight) – already the conscious content is highly eroticized in both cases. 

Here as well I left a comment on YouTube: “From 2:20 to 2:34 one hears a faint female 

voice speaking, if you listen carefully. Can someone tell me what she says?” No answer so far. 

If you’re a sound engineer and intrigued by this too, please contact me because I am ready to 

pay for having these occult words deciphered.  
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XVII 

Harvard Business Redux 

 

“Tell the men of the East to look out for the men of the West. The irrepressible Yank is knocking 

at the doors of their temples and he will want to sell ‘em carpet-sweepers for their harems and 

electric light plants for their temple shrines.” 

Frank Norris, The Octopus 

 

After you read this new essay on subliminal advertising, I am confident you will be 

aware that the connection between the above quote and the essay is at best flimsy. In this the 

quote does no differ in the least from the usage in the publishing market, where publishing 

houses remunerate editing staff specialized in irrelevant and shallow quotations – the shallower 

the better. But the above quote also differs from the usual practice inasmuch as it is largely 

irrelevant but not at all shallow. 

That quotation business reminds me of some author’s 6-page (!) “Acknowledgments” 

at the end of his book. He does not acknowledge his editors’ quotation job (there are no chapter-

heading quotations in that one) but he is so frank and scrupulous in his thankyous to his 

“ghostwriter,” “editor,” “senior editor,” “researchers,” to Mr so-and-so for the title of the book, 

and for such and such idea in the book, and for the very idea of the book, and so on and so forth, 

that one realizes after perusing this that the author’s contribution is at most that single 

acknowledgments section, and his name on the cover. 

Yet I have got another quote for you, which will reverberate with the former one over 

these intercalary considerations of mine. 

James Joyce’s book [Finnegans Wake] is about the electrical retribalization of the West and the 

West’s effect on the East: The West shall shake the East awake. …while ye have the night for 

morn … Joyce’s title refers directly to the Orientalization of the West by electric technology 

and to the meeting of East and West. 

Marshall McLuhan, War and Peace in the Global Village) 

Harem or, more precisely, Purdah. A man who wants to see the world with his own eyes 

needs baggage consignment. 

Cases 109 to 113 are taken once again from Harvard Business Review (for previous 

HBR cases see here). The issue is October 2016. It is extremely important to deal with cerebral 

material because, as you know, zombies must be shot in the head. (“Cerebral” refers to 

“Harvard,” of course, not to “Business.”) 

October 2016 
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Case 109 Eva Air SEX 

Eva Air is a Taiwanese airline company. The hostess has just served the passenger his 

meal and invites him to enjoy it by a gesture of the hand. Her other hand is concealed by copy; 

given how that other hand is positioned, one may think she holds something in it, for otherwise 

the hand would not be, as it is, somewhat lifted in the air but rather down along her body, but 

as she probably needed both her hands to carry the trail, and besides one sees no object 

whatever, coffee pot or anything like that, some parts of which would be sticking out of the 

concealing copy insert, in fact both hands are empty. Consequently, the concealed hand is 

making the same gesture as the visible hand, and what the hostess is inviting the customer to 

enjoy is not his meal but herself: she opens her arms to him and his embrace. This is a first 

subliminal effect. 

Then there is a subliminal effect with the visible hand too. As you can see, a glass of 

wine placed between the hand and the photograph (and viewer) creates by refraction an optical 

illusion on the hostess’ visible hand. Through the glass, part of her forefinger is seen bigger as 

it is. Your brain, by experience, normally corrects such illusions and in fact, looking quickly at 

the picture you will not even notice (in the sense of paying attention to) the altered proportions. 

I beg you pay attention to these and carefully consider the object you now see. I have outlined 

the subliminal embed (picture 109-3) but did a poor job with the computer mouse and am 

convinced you can see the penis better on the “blank” picture (109-2). The glass swells the 

finger’s phalange into the shape of a penis glans, to which the other phalanges provide the shaft. 

The knuckle bone at the finger’s root looks like a testicle. 
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Case 110 Harvard Business Review’s Online Exclusive SEX 

This is an ad for HBR’s online newsletter, dubbed “insider newsletter.” The logo above 

the copy shows a stylized torso with what seems to be a magic wand – represented as a stick 

radiating several, multidirectional beams. The object mixes magic and technology, since in the 

context of modern communication it could be seen as an electric antenna, and the beams as 

electric or radio waves. 

It mixes more than just that. The stick is held in the middle of the torso, not at its margin. 

If you extend it in imagination, it reaches the groin. The stick is actually a huge erect penis, and 

it is giving off a massive ejaculate, in several spurts. The spurts are multidirectional because of 

a vigorous handshake applied to the penis. 
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Case 111 Wharton University of Pennsylvania’s Executive SEX Education 

Copy: “Transformation. ‘The moment I knew there were no limitations to what I could 

achieve’.” In quotation marks, so we know the utterer of these memorable words is the model. 

The guy’s transformation is rendered by graphic means by the somewhat fuzzy contours of 

several of his parts, such as his hair and shirt; the fuzziness does not result from my hand 

trembling while taking the picture, it is in the original. The guy is transforming before our very 

eyes, and the background, above his head, is no background at all but a thermic, misty halo 

emanating from his body as a result of energetic processes at the heart of his transformation. 

If we believe the copy, this uncanny mutation will enable the lad to overcome all 

limitations. Now what, according to you, are the obvious limitations of this guy? He doesn’t 

seem to lack either intelligence or the qualities inherent to a friendly person. On the other hand, 

he clearly is a geek. Try to imagine a better representation of a hopeless geek… You cannot. 

The limitations of our buddy here are sexual. 

Executive education is often aimed at people with scientific and engineering training 

who want to make more money and achieve higher status in the organization world to which 

they are bound, by opening executive positions to them. As trainees in science and engineering, 

they demonstrated intelligence and a capacity for long studies and hard work. Now it is time to 

make men of spineless clowns, and this is what executive education is for. As a consequence, 

the present ad is a mere copycat of Jerry Lewis’s film The Nutty Professor (1963), whose French 

title, Docteur Jerry et Mister Love, makes obvious the parodic reference of the film to 

Stevenson’s famous story about a man’s transforming personality – in the original it is the 

transformation of a respectable notable into a perverse brute, and in the parody the 

transformation of a geek into a ladykiller. Higher status is the main tool for overcoming males’ 

sexual limitations, and key to higher status is, they claim, executive education. 
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Case 112 Wells Fargo SEX 

The erotic content of the ad is hardly mistakable. The woman is sexually aroused. I have 

drawn two straight lines (picture 106-2) to show the tilting of her head. She is about to kiss the 

man or is inviting him by her attitude to kiss her. Her eyes are half-closed, these are “bedroom 

eyes” (seductive eyes). Her lips are puckered up. We see a perfectly triangular, dark area on her 

trousers at the level of genitals as if the fabric were wet with moisture of arousal. The man 

seems rather indifferent, which means this has happened to him so many times, at every 

business trip, the lucky guy. 

Complement. Among the many preposterous distortions of reality in films of mass 

consumption, the female character taking sexual initiative is one of the best jokes – even better 

than female warriors, another recent staple of these products which is such bad taste and so 

much absurdity, knowing that a man’s slap sends a woman flying meters away (I don’t know 

this from experience, but I don’t need experience to know that it is so). We owe the ubiquitous 

initiative-taking woman of the movies to the following consideration. The hero being the man, 

he must be rewarded – with sex (if he is not rewarded with sex, he is a failure, not a hero). But 

as a hero, his behavior ought not to evidence the vulgar commonalities of his sex, that is, urgent 

interest in sexual acts, lechery, womanizing, and prostitutes-seeking. The only way for the film 

maker to solve the dilemma is to introduce on a systematic basis an initiative-taking female 

character who rewards the hero with her love and body, toward the middle of the film, while 

he is fully absorbed in his mission and quest. 
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Case 113 Harvard Business School of SEX and Drugs 

Copy: “Where experienced executives become exceptional leaders.” Ex-perienced, ex-

ecutives, ex-ceptional: sex, sex, sex. 

The black man on the right has a penis embedded on his shirt (picture 113-2). 

With his bony finger he points toward the penis of the other black man, showing it to 

the white guy on the left: “You see that penis?” The penis must be erect, as the guy looks to the 

girl and gestures toward her as if to grab her. With her left arm, the girl is giving hint of a 

defensive move, as if to avoid the latter’s assault; this is just a reflex, she perhaps is a little 

scared by the dimensions of his penis but fundamentally she thinks it is okay to be inseminated 

by him. (Curiously, the skin color of each of her arms is not the same, the left one being tanned 

–or hairy!–, the right one being not, as if the former arm were another person’s intending to 

grab her wrist from under the table. Possibly she is going to be gang raped.) 

There is a fifth person on the left, another guy, of whom we only see the hands and 

shirtsleeves. He holds his pen as a junkie holds a syringe for a shot, with his thumb on top of 

the piston. 

The ad, thus, is about what is needed to make of experienced executives tolerable 

members of the society. 
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Complements 

Job outsourcing by multinationals: Everybody knows… but nobody knows who 

In XIV, I wrote: 

I will see if I can find multinationals’ job figures by country. Then we will know which countries 

would be most impacted by automation. We may call Nike an American company but I believe 

they employ more Chinese than Americans. If this is true, they may contribute a higher share to 

Chinese economic growth than to American growth and, on the other hand, the automation of 

Nike factories would impact Chinese work more than American work. (In the meantime I have 

been looking for Nike job figures by country and did not find them. Hard task, it seems. Probably 

with some reason… 

The reason is, I now know, that companies are not compelled to divulge their job figures 

country by country. That, again, probably with some reason. “U.S. Rep. Gary Peters (D-MI) 

introduced a bill that would require publicly-traded corporations to disclose the number of 

employees they have in the United States and overseas. Under current law, companies must 

disclose their total number of employees in annual Securities and Exchange Commission 

filings. Peters’ bill, titled the Outsourcing Accountability Act, wouldn’t create a new regulation, 

but rather change the existing rule so companies would have to break down their employment 

figures by nation and state.” (2012) The bill was voted down. 

“Data from the U.S. Department of Commerce showed that ‘U.S. multinational corporations, 

the big brand-name companies that employ a fifth of all American workers… cut their work 

forces in the U.S. by 2.9 million during the 2000s while increasing employment overseas by 

2.4 million’.” You bet companies don’t want to break down their job figures! That bill is key. 

When the American people realize (with figures) that their favorite brands employ 100 or 1.000 

or 10.000 times more Chinese than Americans, they will start questioning their approach to 

consumption, I believe. 

Add fiscal outsourcing, which is done by most big companies, as admitted by The 

Economist, and what I said about American multinationals contributing more to foreign growth 

than to American growth is wholly warranted: “The volume of money moving through such 

havens [i.e. “the most tax- and regulation-efficient jurisdictions”] on the way to their final 

destination has risen sharply since 2000 and currently makes up about 30% of all FDI [foreign 

direct investment].” (TE, Sep 17th-23rd 2016) 

When I say “nobody knows who (does),” whereas all multinationals do, this simply 

means that people ought to get the figures presented to them in tables ranking the companies 

from highest to lowest outsourcing figures. Support the Outsourcing Accountability Act. 

 

The Winner Takes All 

Wikileaks reveals: “Qatar giving Bill Clinton $1m for 5-minute meeting.” That is some 

$3.333 per second of presence. At this rate, Bill Clinton earns the same as 2,361,480 average 

Americans (Mean personal income $44,510, US Census Bureau). 

If you take median income ($30,240), he earns as much as 3,475,842 or about 3.5 million 

average Americans. 
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Full-time minimum wage in US is $15,080. Bill Clinton earns the same as 6,970,125 or 

about 7 million American workers at the minimum wage. 

The poverty line in US is $11,770. At his Qatari rates, Bill Clinton earns as much as 

8,930,287 or about 9 million Americans at the poverty line. 

If you know the mean/median income of the 46.7 million Americans below the poverty 

line (Census Bureau figures for 2014), then you can find how many millions of American 

paupers Bill Clinton is worth.  
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ANNEXES 

 

World Premiere 

Eric McLuhan says his say about subliminal messages 

 

Many have wondered at the lack of acknowledged permissions for using the ads in both books 

[The Mechanical Bride and Culture Is Our Business]. The reason is that permissions were 

unnecessary: the ads were available for free. Editors at Vanguard had found a curious legal 

fiction. Advertisers were being given huge tax breaks on the grounds that they were engaged in 

a sort of educational enterprise, “educating the public” about products so that it might better 

make informed choices. The upshot is that anyone can make use of the (government-supported) 

ads for free providing they were not being used as ads, but as educational materials, for educative 

purposes. Needless to say, the agencies were reluctant to let these matters become known to the 

public. 

This is the excerpt from Dr Eric McLuhan’s introduction to the 2014 edition of Culture 

Is Our Business by Marshall McLuhan (quoted in ch. XII) concerning which I reached out to 

Eric McLuhan. This move initiated an exchange of emails between Eric and me. I present the 

first of these emails, due to their importance for the topic of subliminals. 

* 

August 15, 2016 

Dear Florent Boucharel, 

Thank you for your intriguing letter. I was unable to access either of the links that you 

included, but never mind. It would have been interesting to see the sources you cite. The notion 

of “subliminal junk” rings a lot of bells here: I spent years investigating things subliminal and 

am something of an expert re the matter. However… 

Let me say right off that I have no personal legal or legalistic expertise in the matter of 

copyright of ads. The publishers (Vanguard for Mechanical Bride, and McGraw-Hill for 

Culture Is Our Business) gave my father freedom to use any ads he wished, and he did so, never 

once asking permission. Vanguard set the stage by doing the initial research–I assume it was 

done by their legal department. McGraw-Hill evidently took their word for it. We never heard 

of a single objection from any of the owners of any of the ads used in either book. Both 

publishers, by the way, are located in New York. The Bride never went on sale, but Culture Is 

Our Business did, and copies were sold outside the US, though I have no idea how many. 

Lots of teachers use ads in their courses and I have no knowledge of any of them ever 

seeking permission to discuss an ad used in a class or classroom. Of course, there is a multitude 

of textbooks for teachers to use and hundreds of ads in them, but frankly I have never checked 

to see if permission was asked or given. I seem to recall that these books routinely list the 

sources of ads in their “Acknowledgements” section, as do art textbooks for the images that 

they use. But all of them are academic textbooks. 

I am quite certain that it is safe to study ads in the classroom without permission; I 

assume, from past and present experience, that it is safe to provide students with copies of ads 
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that are being studied in a classroom setting for academic purposes. The sole proviso would be 

that the ads are being used as specimens for academic scrutiny and not AS ads. 

Regards, 

Eric 

* 

August 16, 2016 

Dear Florent, 

Well! You are a devotee of Bill Key’s! I too was a fan of his when he put out the first 

three books, starting with Subliminal Seduction, and subsequently. 

As I mentioned, I taught embedding techniques until recently–I retired a couple of years 

ago. Let me suggest a couple of things. One thing that damaged Key’s credibility was that he 

quickly became very sophisticated in his ability to detect subliminals; as it were, he was 

working at a post-doc level while his readers were still at the undergraduate level. I found the 

same problem: I could see things clearly that were still opaque to my students. So I had to tone 

it down, restrict my exhibits to the simplest and most obvious ones or I would lose them. 

I’d suggest that you try something similar. In each of your reports, have several sections. 

Make the first a group of simple and easy examples, obvious things; the second, a little more 

subtle; and the third, the not-so-obvious group. And put headings on the groups. 

Eventually, I began my class on subliminals (I used a carousel tray of 80 slides) with 

covers of Playboy magazines. Very effective: slightly naughty and caught everybody’s 

attention. Here’s the secret: since the first issue, Playboy has embedded their signature icon, the 

rabbit, somewhere in every single cover. They still do it. The homework assignment for that 

class was to visit a newsstand and examine the cover of the current issue and “find the rabbit.” 

Playboy covers are not only entertaining, but VERY useful as a training device. 

You see, the Playboy artists use every single embedding technique several times over 

the course of a year or two of covers, with a lot of them repeated because after all there are not 

that many techniques–it’s a matter of theme and variation. But after scrutinizing 20-25 covers, 

the audience becomes quite expert in spotting the rabbit–and some of the covers are really clever 

embeds! THEN I hit them with a few ads, and they are often ahead of me. Seldom do I need to 

explain what is going on: the audience does it for me. 

Even so, I begin with a few obvious ads, and then get progressively more subtle. 

* 

August 17, 2016 

I have never written up the way that I taught subliminals using Playboy covers. I just 

did it, each year for a dozen or more. Actually, I think that my letter to you is the first time I 

have written anything about it. It was–and is–a very powerful means of teaching the subject. 

I’d suggest that you find somewhere a cache of covers, from the first issues to the present, and 

made a file of them. (When you do, I’d appreciate a copy!) They fall into a small number of 

groups if sorted by techniques, and exhibit a wide range of sophistication from simple to 
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complex in each group. Actually, now that you mention it, it might be fun to put together a 

small book on the subject as an approach to ads and kindred items. 

Playboy is a useful tool because their usage is all in the spirit of play and has no moral 

judgments attached or implied. Nearly everyone who writes on the topic, and I include Bill Key 

here, along with his detractors–nearly everyone feels compelled to work up moral indignation 

to a fever pitch. All of that is actually irrelevant. Try this: take any criticism text on subliminals 

and remove from it every vestige of moralism, and see what is left. It is quite the same with 

how people approach criticism of media. You are required to express a moral position. If you 

don’t, the assumption is that you approve of it. So in self-defence you must state whether you 

approve or disapprove. People want to know, right off, “is it a good thing or a bad thing?” The 

moment you tell them, they are relieved of the responsibility of examining the thing any further: 

they know now what and how to think. My father made a point of never giving his moral opinion 

of the things he examined, so was widely accused of being an advocate. Except once. His first 

book on ads, The Mechanical Bride, included a lot of moral outlook. He learned from that 

experience and you will be hard pressed to find thereafter any similarly moralistic tone in his 

subsequent writings or his lectures. The second book on ads, Culture is Our Business, is entirely 

free of moralism. Along the same line, you might like to have a look at Wyndham Lewis’s 

essay, “The Greatest Satire is Non-Moral.” The non-moral approach pulls the teeth of the 

opposition. 

My class on subliminals was part of a larger discussion of artistic techniques and ways 

of managing the attention and, just as importantly, crafting the inattention of the beholder. 

Consequently I never experienced opposition from faculty, though occasionally a student would 

object, either on moral grounds, or because he or she simply couldn’t see the things I was 

exhibiting. Every serious artist, whether poet or painter or sculptor, etc., spends at least as much 

time on the elements of inattention as on those things the beholder is to attend to. The language 

of figure and ground, which we use often in Laws of Media: The New Science, is well suited to 

these discussions. Ground is the area of inattention, the 95% area of any experience. Another 

word for it is “medium.” It provides the way of seeing whatever is figure. Ground is the mode 

of perception. Another word for the ground area is “style.” Ground is by definition the part that 

people are trained or induced to ignore, and they have great resistance to any incursions into 

their areas of ignorance. People will defend to the death their right to preserve their ignorance! 

* 

August 18, 2016 

Here’s an idea of what I meant by a cache of covers: 

http://www.playboy.com/articles/playboy-covers-guide 

It does not include ALL of the covers for individual years, but gives quite enough to work with. 

Quite a number of sites will supply examples. 

Of course, if you can find a box-full of actual mags, so much the better. But perhaps you 

know someone who can make digital copies of these for use as a display. (If you do, please 

send me a copy!) 

If you go to the site above, look especially at the following (play “find the rabbit”): 

http://www.playboy.com/articles/playboy-covers-guide
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1960 March, November 

1961 March, April, July 

1962 Feb., March, April, June, Aug., Dec. 

1963 March, Aug. 

1964 March, May, Dec. 

1965 March, June, Oct., Nov., Dec. 

1966 June, July, Nov., Dec. 

1967 Feb., March, Nov. 

1968 December 

1970 May, July, Nov. 

1971 April, Aug. 

1972 March, April, June 

1973 Feb., June, Aug., Oct. 

1974 June, Nov. 

1976 May, June, July, Aug. 

1977 May, Nov…. 

But you get the idea. Look through the rest. 

Occasionally, you’ll see white (rabbit-shaped) paper cutouts obscuring parts of 

anatomies–for the obvious reasons. Too titillating. Ignore the cutouts: they are not the 

embedded rabbits. 

I have underlined several dates, above: these are particularly fine and challenging 

examples (1973, 1974, 1976). If they stump you, ask me. 

Present company excepted, moral indignation generally takes the place of 

understanding. Try editing out the moralism from one of your own earlier fine posts and see 

what is left. I imagine it will be just fine, and harder-hitting. (The moralism component is one 

of the things that got Bill Key fired.) 

Wyndham Lewis pointed out that if you criticize someone for being immoral, he and 

she can sort of snigger and joke that yes, they WERE being naughty, wink wink nudge nudge 

ha ha–that is, they can turn the criticism to account. Being banned-in-Boston does have a certain 

PR value. But if you satirize them/show them up instead as being stupid or ignorant or 

insensitive, why, there’s no PR value in that. You got ’em. All they can do is get angry, and 

that works against them. 

The moral approach encourages somnambulism in your readers. I’m not sure that that 

is the response you wish to promote. 

* 

August 19, 2016 

(…) Anyhow, you see why using a parade of Playboy covers makes a useful way to 

warm up an audience to presenting and examining some more sophisticated embedding in ads. 

The big difference between the covers and the ads, is that you are supposed to scrutinize the 

covers and to ignore the ads. And of course the covers are not intended to have an effect beyond 

that of enticing the beholder to buy the mag. 
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Incidentally, “ground” is a useful way to refer to embedding areas because the key to 

ground is that it is always configurational. In any situation there is the figure (the object of 

attention) or the procession of figures one at a time, and the con-figures, that is, all of the other 

potential figures assembled at once which is ground. In other words, the figure is by definition 

an artifact of the beholder’s attention. The figure area is sequential; the ground area, 

simultaneous. 

* 

August 20, 2016 

My course was on perception, taught at a school for musicians and professional 

recording students. I devoted one or two classes to the topics we have been discussing. In that 

slide tray there were about 30 covers and the rest, about 50, had to do with ads.  
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World Premiere 2 

Material from Eric McLuhan’s Class on Subliminals 

 

In the first annex, Professor Eric McLuhan talked about his class on perception and 

subliminals at Ontario College of Art (OCA) in the seventies. In this correspondence he says 

he was using a carousel tray of 80 slides to familiarize his students with the subject. In the 

meantime, he digitized this material and has been kind enough to email me some of the slides, 

allowing me to publish them on this blog as another world premiere. 

In these slides readers interested in the topic of subliminal messages as used in our mass culture 

will find not only fine examples of subs’ occurrence in advertising but also a method for their 

research. 

Prof. Eric McLuhan’s comments on his material will appear in roman type, while my occasional 

remarks are in italics. 

* 

From his carrousel he sent me this painting from Salvador Dali, Slave Market with the 

Disappearing Bust of Voltaire (1940), which, incidentally, I had already mentioned in my own 

work (Case 74 from Sep 2015). 
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I can name at least two more Dali’s paintings in the same vein: 1/ Metamorphosis of 

Narcissus; and 2/ Swans Reflecting Elephants. You can google them. Also, at the small Dali 

Museum in Montmartre (Paris), there is an anamorphosis: A butterfly is painted which 

reflection on a vertical metal tube transforms into a grinning Harlequin’s face. 

Then Eric McLuhan sent me the following. 

I generally approach the matter of embedding from the angle of visual puns. Doing so 

allows the discussion to proceed minus the annoyance of moral indignation. 
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Magritte 
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Then, the word FLY embedded in the intervals between the figures… 

 

I find it really useful as a demo of embedding technique because the object is not 

presented as a figure but as a pure product of use of interval (ground) and con-figuration. 

* 

Here’s another example of embedding that uses con-figuration–that is, ground. The only 

elements that are to be taken literally appear in the centre strip. From a Ben Casey cartoon. The 

Ben Casey exemplifies how an assemblage of disparate elements can be used to compose an 

image not implicit in any one of them–exactly how subliminals are constructed when a gearshift 

lever or a baguette serves as a penis, etc… 

 

The mouth and nose of the four-square face is provided by a lamp in the bottom-right 

square. The bottom-left square, it’s other (rather undefined) deco elements and at the same time 

the chin. 

* 
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I use this one, the Family Circus cartoon, to introduce the notion of the “beholder’s 

share” in completing the image, whether done consciously, as here, or unconsciously, as in the 

usual round of subliminals in ads. 

 

 

 

* 
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Let me close with a dandy, one of the most subtle subliminal ads ever made. For 

Beefeater gin. 

The Beefeater ad is an excellent example of an ad designed to be ignored. As such, it 

does its work while the beholder is occupied elsewhere, in this case, with reading the column 

of print on the left. The ad itself can be grasped in a second or two at most: there is nothing 

there, just a few fragments of a situation. The bottle cap, the martini glass and olive and its 

reflection, the single word. The beholder fills in the rest and thereafter relegates the entire to 

the area of inattention so the ad continues to work for the next minute or two or three as he 

reads the print. The entire ad is subliminal. 

 

 

 

I get Eric’s point all right, yet my feeling, as I was searching for a subliminal embed, 

was, perhaps based on a misconstruction of the word “dandy” he used, that the picture was 

very appealing. I fancy some people may like to linger gazing at it. It magnifies the glass of gin 
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as pure light on a background of unmitigated darkness. The reflections have been airbrushed 

to produce a vertiginous effect of infinite light-beam plays. It’s a diamond. A diamond for 

cheap. Real art, I would say. Abstract art. Clean, uncluttered style. It takes a lot of work to 

streamline an object like this, even if on paper only. 

* 

Here are a couple more from the slide tray. I think you’ll enjoy them. 

The first is a fake, a send-up: I use it to set up the next two… 
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After the laughter has died down, comes this one… 

From erect to flaccid. 
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And then this one… (From Good Housekeeping, I think.) 

Twinkle did several with the same theme. 

 

 

 

*  
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The academic reaction to my lectures on subliminals were generally, er, disappointing. 

Or downright dismissive, to put it mildly. Not serious scholarship. Mind you, I avoided the 

moral approach entirely and pursued the practise in terms of art technique and visual ambiguity. 

But the literati, it must be noted, have a profound distaste for puns, visual or otherwise. 

Speaking of which… 

 

 

And in Chatelaine, of all places! Tsk, tsk! 

The jock strap as Tote Bag–or is it vice-versa? 

* 
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Variations on a theme… 
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The essay to be written (or spoken) on this one is easy, and obvious… 

No wedding rings 

They’ve been to a party / ball 

They’re going to her place 

He’s focused outwardly; she, inwardly… 

“How do you know they’re going to her place, I asked. The groceries she’s holding?” 

Yes, it is the fact that she is carrying the groceries, cradling the genitalia, clutching the 

milk to her breast, that tells the story. Normally, the gentleman would carry the bags. 

* 
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Here’s one for today… 

No comment needed. 

 

 

 

It seems even more outrageous that advertisers talk of “dirty minds,” about the very few 

people who voice their suspicions, given such transparent items… 

Hard to believe, isn’t it? The best way to hide something is to put it in plain sight. Of 

course they say you have a dirty mind. What else can they say–unless they admit to being 

naughty? 

Tsk, tsk! 

Wink wink nudge nudge. 

* 
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Lipstick ads can usually be counted on to provide a sandbox for the embedders to play 

in. Here’s a rather exuberant example… 

Hey, sport, how’s the old stick? 

Moisture-soft lips? Come ON… 

Hour after hour? And this was before Viagra and its companions. 

 

 

 

The background here again is important. Whereas on the After Six and Bols ads the 

figures (objects: groceries, baguette, bottle and tennis balls…) tell the story, here the lipstick 

is, to be sure, a phallic shape, yet somewhat remotely so. It needs the “moisture” Eric is talking 

about to specify the effect, and it is provided by the white, marble-like veins of the background 

wall and their “spurt effect.” 

* 
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Here is the copy to consider. Meaning subliminal oral sex in the lipstick pointing toward 

the model’s mouth is not per se sufficient, methodologically speaking, because in any case it is 

the vocation of lipstick to be applied to the lips, which would make all lipstick ads subliminal. 

(It would be like saying everything is sexual, as Freudians do: eating is a sexual pleasure 

[orality], etc.) 

The copy is about a “big love stick.” Double entendre. The advertiser, however (an 

imaginary advertiser who would go beyond the “dirty mind” stance), might reply that there is 

a dissonance in that construction, because of “quick”: doing it quick is not a favorable attribute 

for a “love stick”… But perhaps it is meant that the stick is quick to get hard, hence that it is a 

healthy stick and that once it is hard it will not be soft again before a long time. The stick is 

quick to be a love stick. 

Bear in mind that almost every reference to lips in these contexts is also a double 

entendre: facial lips and genital lips. As, for example, in the Sportstick ad, or in this one (inviting 

cunnilingus). See also the next few… 
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The field is rich. 

* 
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This one deserves prolonged meditation: it is loaded. 

First, note the manufacturer is Chap Stick. 

Here we go again: same ballpark as SportStick…. Same tune, different key. 

Composition: standard eye-leading: eye is led from top left to bottom right. Plunge — 

Wet Wet — Quencher, Chap Stick–and so down. 

The model strides over a gap in the pavement: legs apart. Through that gap/between her 

legs there gushes a waterfall, a torrent of foamy liquid. 
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She is airborne (ecstatic?): only the very tip of one toe touches the ground. 

The headline tells the reader to take a plunge. Figuratively of course as the depth of this 

water is an inch or less. But “take the plunge…” 

So Chap Stick / Lip Quencher provides the wet wet world–and there they go with lips 

again. Really subtle! 

Now turn to the copy for the second course. 

Headline: Come and enjoy MOIST LIPS. Only it has to be read aloud in a suitably 

excited voice: COME! and enjoy MOIST LIPS. 

(Remember the waterfall…) 

(Pause for emphasis) 

(there’s those lips again). 

Then: Once you enter our wet wet moist lips world, … 

It continues, 

Chap Stick is 

drenched with protective emollients, 

overflowing with creaminess, 

to soften your lips and keep them lusciously moist. 

In mouth-watering creams… 

Enough said. 

Hilarious! 

* 
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Here are two cliches from the lipstick ads. Lipsticks not only have a very useful name 

(lips + stick) and set of suggestive (symbolic) phallic associations, their very ubiquity and 

familiarity blocks the readers’ imaginations from seeing them as anything else. 

First, circumcised: 
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Second, uncircumcised: 

 

 

…in the inset on the right side. 

Also, there is the usual double-entendre about lips, and so on. 

Check the main headline: Put your lips in our hands… 

* 
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Is that a thumb? 

 

 

 

* 
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It’s amazing, the variety of contexts in which male genitalia can be used! 

It’s a visual pun. Puns are the essence of our subject. 

 

 

This shape can be related to the “super deformed” genre from some Japanese mangas 

and video games, a type of normed caricature. It’s fine “super deformed” genitalia. I suggest 

using this grid when looking for subliminals. 

 

* 
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There’s a nice (and innocent, for once) subliminal embed in the top left corner, behind 

and just below the word, “tu”–a man’s face. 
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The point is, you examine the model’s expressions and demeanour, and ask, what is on her 

mind, what is she grooming for? The answer is there, connected to “tu”–second person (male 

in this case) and very singular. Her dream companion. 

There is nothing naughty about this ad or the use of the subliminal (or nearly subliminal) image 

since readers can easily discern the ghostly boyfriend if they pay attention. It is just a nicely-

orchestrated composition. 

I have my own interpretation on this one. The “dream companion” is in the gloom. As I guess 

people will tend to look at the model, they won’t notice the face in the background. When they 

see it, for those who will see it, it must be startling, like a spook coming out of the dark… He 

looks befuddled, as if not well awoken from his eternal sleep. Or sad and melancholy: The man 

is a suicide. Men will die for this woman. She’s a witch. “Tu” is the informal/intimate you, but 

also the masterly, the superior you. The advertiser intended to convey a sense of power, magic 

power, and power over males. That the man stands in the dark could also mean the woman will 

be the one who shines in that pair. 

 

* 
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Then there is this. 

Just remembered–the very first issue of OUI mag, in 1972, featured a brazen subliminal that 

might interest you, inasmuch as there was little or no recognition of it–the embed, that is. OUI 

was published by Playboy. 

It is a simple subliminal: open the centerfold and hold it up to the light. One side is a reclining 

nude. The other has a drawing of Marlon Brando in a rather odd pose. With the light shining 

through, you see Mr Brando performing cunnilingus on the model. 

You might like to add this one to your collection. 

I ordered the copy and saw the embed all right. I was to take a picture of it when Prof. McLuhan 

sent me the picture he himself had taken and just retrieved. 

 

 

 

January 2017 
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Material from Eric McLuhan’s Class on Subliminals 2 

 

With Prof Eric McLuhan’s permission we continue disclosing the material related to 

subliminal advertising that he discussed in his class. 

Same as before, my own remarks are in italics. 

Without further ado, the floor is his! 

* 
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Another nice, innocent one. 

All the action is, of course, in the glass, in the center two bands. 

The scene is romantic: a couple stands on the beach, holding hands and observing a 

sunset. They are Giacometti-like stick figures, not fully depicted characters. In the distance, in 

the band above them, they see a square-rigged sailing ship silhouetted under full sail. Romance, 

nostalgia–nicely executed. 

Interesting ambiguity in the copy line, don’t you think? “This country” could be 

anywhere the ad appears. 

 

 

 

* 
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Playboy didn’t confine its naughtiness to Oui magazine: they dabbled a bit in their 

signature mag. 

 

 

 

It’s the same technique as the last case from the previous annex, with one side, the 

centerfold, being the nude model and the other side “completing” the centerfold subliminally. 

Here the centerfold is completed by a rather impressive penis penetrating the model in the guise 

of an airplane. The plane’s tail even provides an optical curvature. 

 

* 
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Not all of the subliminals concern sex. Some, a much smaller number of course, work 

the other end of the life spectrum: death. 

This Crown Royal ad ran for the longest time. It was everywhere, for over a year. Ad 

agencies have big budgets, but they are not known for throwing good money after bad, so it 

must have shown enduring results. 

Possibly one reason is that it hands the beholder a subliminal double-whammy of 

symbols. 

 

 

 

Sex and death in the same ad is a rarity: they usually occur in isolation. 

All the action is in the bottom half of the page. 
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Sex is invoked in dozens of ways in ads; death, uses a smaller vocabulary of symbols. 

One of the main ones is “the hidden enemy”–silent, stealthy underwater creatures such as 

sharks. Coupled with the threat from the animal is the threat of drowning. 

In the bottom left corner, above and left of the word “Have”: a large aquatic predator 

emerges from the sea (of spilled booze), jaws agape. Big enough to swallow the companion 

figure on the right. All we see is the head, but that is enough to prod our imaginations to fill in 

the rest. 

To the right, a nude female beckons. Above the words “man cry?” is her torso; from 

waist to shoulders is clear enough. The right breast is silhouetted, and the left shoulder and arm. 

The head is obscured but there are vague hints of one in the place where a head ought to be 

found. Below the torso the legs are evident, and open. The right leg extends from tip of toe, 

above “Have,” to crotch, above “man.” There, we can see the beginning of the left leg, and 

imagine the rest. 

I think the copy offers a rather strong instance of flimsiness and mere pretext, for the deeper, 

subliminal content offered by the broken glass and spilled liquid as a good milieu for embeds. 

 

* 
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Along similar lines is this one, which you might call The Specimen. 

 

 

 

A glass of Puerto Rican Rum splashed over some ice cubes. 

The colours are at the cold end of the spectrum–purple, sliver, black: nothing warm or 

cozy or inviting here. 

The exception is dramatic, the red and beige label with the letter A on the side of the 

glass, which immediately suggests a laboratory instead of bar. The copy at the bottom boasts 

that the advertisers performed a properly “scientific” quantitative experiment concerning the 

rum, hence the symbolic labelled glass. The professional emotion inside a lab is supposed (by 

the layman) to be comparatively cold, distant, objective. 

The death end of the spectrum. 
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Closer inspection of the glass discloses that the liquid teems with action: it is a virtual 

aquarium, beginning with the whale (by the tail fins) at the very bottom. In all, altogether about 

a half dozen fish of various sizes. 

 

* 
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A roll(ed cigarette) in the hayloft 

Do you remember EVE cigarettes? For a brief time, tobacco manufacturers tried 

marketing fags designed for fems. Another (slightly earlier) brand was Virginia Slims. Men did 

not, as a rule, buy or use these brands, though there was only slight difference between these 

and other cigarettes, other than size. Pricing was competitive with regular cigs. EVEs were 

introduced in the early ’70s. 

This ad is rather rich in symbolism and subliminal suggestion… Let’s take a walk 

through it. It is nicely crafted, and not overly subtle. 

 

 

 

Right off, we have a woman lounging in/beside a stable–traditionally a male preserve. 

Leather pants–more often menswear than womenswear. (A hint of transvestism.) The hank of 

rope suggests a bridle–for tethering or leading a large animal. This ad is aimed specifically at 
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women. No men here. The model is looking straight at the female reader–a direct, inviting gaze, 

nothing demure or hesitant about it, as if to say, “come on; try it!” 

Eve–the original Eve–was daring, and a temptress. Never mind that it got her into 

trouble. She dared–to do forbidden things, to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil. This contemporary Eve is standing, leaning against a post with one leg cocked, i.e., legs 

somewhat apart. Self-assured, relaxed, in charge. 

The headline announces that “There’s a little Eve in every woman”–a little of the daring, 

the feminine curiosity, the temptress, the unconventional (unconventionality was a selling point 

at the time). 

OK so far. 

“Eve” is spelled two ways. As EVE, it refers to the product; as Eve it refers to the woman 

in the Biblical Garden. The designers are careful to observe this distinction. 

Two packs of cigarettes are shown, edge to edge, simulating a book lying open. The text 

there consists of a garden with Eve prominently displayed. The book, symbolically, naturally, 

is the Bible and it is open to Genesis and the tale of Eve in the Garden of Eden. No Adam in 

sight. But there are two Eves, one on the left page and one on the right, side by side in a bed of 

flowers… The cigarettes displayed also bear the word EVE and the signature band of flowers. 

The Eve posing here holds one which she has been smoking. 

Note that she too is decked in flowers: her jacket mimics the pattern on the package. 

She and the two EVEs (and the tobacco) are simply rolling in flowers. and the copy line, an 

injunction, suggests another kind of roll in the hay. Be daring, unconventional… “Try today’s 

Eve [the woman, by the spelling]. Flowers on the outside. Flavor on the inside.” 

Enough said? 

 

* 
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Ads play endlessly (pun intended) with the bookends of the life spectrum in their hijinx 

with subliminals and symbols. To wit, death, and sex. Picking up the Garden of Eden theme 

and (lesbian) sex theme in the EVE ad, here’s one from the other end. 

The model, made up to simulate a death mask, holds a symbolic apple in her hand (the 

bottle is apple-shaped). Or rather on her hand. 

Hand and forearm clearly imitate a serpent. 

Serpent + apple are pretty overt echo of the illicit antics in the Garden. Floral pattern on 

the arm suggests (Edenic) foliage. 

And–death motif–the product is named Poison. 

The message: take Poison–make it that special “something within you.” 

There’s more, but that’s the essence. 
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Could there be an appeal to the murderer within the woman as well? Poison has always 

been the “weapon” of the frail sex. Many examples in French and Italian cultures (Naples 

widows &c). 

Another association of ideas from this funerary scene is that of Egyptian tombs, 

sarcophagi, and mummies, hence of embalming and countering the effects of time, i.e., of aging. 

Being frozen in eternal beauty. 

 

* 
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Another flower from the Garden 

Here’s another bit of Garden material. In the 60s and 70s, there was a lot of concern 

about health and exercise, and the tobacco companies were having a rough time of it. So they 

all began to emphasize health in every imaginable way in their advertising. It was the dawn of 

the Green Era. 

This ad is for Craven M cigarettes. (M for Menthol–very cool!) 

 

 

 

The setting is Edenic, a “natural” setting with all the knobs and whistles: green foliage, flowers, 

a waterfall (not too large). It fairly screams HEALTHY! Clean air, cool and humid, as the copy 

emphasizes. 
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                coolest… 

                cleanest… 

                most refreshing! 

Even the package sports the colours white and green. 

Overall impression: healthy, natural, clean. 

And they boast that the cigarettes have “Just a single drop of menthol.” What could be 

better? 

Everyone knows that cigarettes are bad for the health of the smoker. Reports of people 

dying from lung disease are too numerous to be ignored. Warnings were appearing on the 

packages. 

The sinister element in the ad, the bit that connects it to death, is on the cigarette itself. 

Notice the print just below the filter. There is the crown logo followed by the name of the 

product, Craven M. 

The two cigarettes have been rotated ever-so-slightly and the package tilted so that you 

can read only the end of the name: you see VEN.M on each of the cigarettes displayed. Venom–

as in snake venom. It is pure, alright: pure poison. 

And the snake is an age-old fixture of The Garden. In this case, lurking in the shadows, 

off-stage. And the “single drop” is displayed too… 

Menthols make 32% of the market (2011), a big share, and women are 1.6 times more 

likely than men to smoke menthols. 

Another study shows that women more than men smoke for the non-nicotine effects of 

tobacco such as the taste of smoke: “Compared to men, women may smoke less for nicotine 

and more for the non-nicotine effects of smoking like seeing and smelling tobacco or social 

pleasures involved in smoking rituals.” (Dr Firuza Parikh, quoted in The Times of India, July 

13, 2011) 

Advertisers probably deal with the product accordingly. I’d like, then, to spin a little 

further my yarn about poisoner women (it complements Eric’s analysis and does not negate it 

in the least). Venom for sale appeals to beings who undergo constant venom depletion within 

their bodies and need constant replenishment. The message is: Refill your venom glands with 

Craven M, madame. 

It’s like the previous ad: “Something within you is Dior” – when the Dior product in 

question is named Poison. “Something within you is poison,” and it’s mighty precious to you! 

In French (Dior’s country), “une poison” (feminine use, while in its common usage the 

word is masculine) is a mean woman. In that usage it is a little antiquated, so it won’t ring a 

bell to the average French shopper (one has to be a little bookish), and the appeal to the 

meanness of one’s truest self –“Be yourself, la Poison!”– is not overly obvious either. 

* 
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Another corpse 

Ok, then. Here’s another corpse to consider. 

This is an ad for… Opium. 

 

 

 

Plain and simple. 

For a while, they played with the idea of the inner trip (as here, the Opium user) as a form of 

death. 

The body is frankly corpse-like (I’ll tell you why), yet the name “Opium” is somewhat 

misleading because it associates with catatonic inner trip rather than with, first thing, death. 
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The name ‘’Opium’’ invites you to construe the scene as depicting a woman high on a trip–in 

ecstasy. Yet, at the same time, your brain will not fail to register the absence of all 

paraphernalia associated with opium-smoking or any other intoxicating indulgence. There’s 

not even a pillow. It’s just a (pale) woman lying flat on her back (not crouching), and for all 

we know she may be lying on the naked ground. Just like a corpse after sudden, unexpected 

death. 

And I’m sure you can poison someone with opium! Like, say, a rival: the corpse in the picture… 

(ii) 

As this ad is dated 1988, I asked Eric if I understood well when he told me he taught his class 

in the 70s. Here is his reply. 

There are two events. One was the OCA class in early 70s. The other was the carrousel I 

assembled to teach a class on ambiguity and subliminals at the Harris Institute, from the 90s to 

about 2012 or -14. Most of what I’ve been sending along is from that slide show–and I’m not 

done with it yet. 
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